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To whom it may concern:
Enclosed, is ah original signed Complaint documenting violations of federal laws and regulations which I
believe may have occurred. The Complaint is accompanied by several exhibits, and I have included two
additional copies of the Complaint and its attachments.
I can be reached at the above address, or by e-mail at lorencollins@gmail.CQm.
Thank yoii.
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

In the matter of:
Joel Gilbert
DFMRF.LLC
Highway 61 Entertainment, LLC
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This Complaint is brought before the Federal Election Commission ("FEC") seeking an

immediate investigation and enforcement action against Joel Gilbert, DFMRF LLC, and Highway 61
Entertainment LLC for direct and serious violations of the Federal Elections Campaign Act ("FECA").

2.

Joel Gilbert is a filmmaker and is the owner and president of the companies DFMRF

LLC and Highway 61 Entertainment LLC. His mailing address is 365 E. Avenida De Los Arboles, Ste.
1000, Thousand Oaks, California, 91360.
3.

DFMRF LLC is a limited liability corporation registered to do business in the state of

«•

California. The company's registered address is 1875 Century Park East #1500, Los Angeles,
California, 90067, and its registered agent is Joel Gilbert. It was incorporated on July 13,2012.
4.

Highway 61 Entertainment LLC is a limited liability corporation registered to do

business in the state of California, and is primarily engaged in the business of producing and distributing
films. The company's registered address is 365 E. Avenida De Los Arboles, Ste. 1000, Thousand
Oaks, California, 91360, and its registered agent is Joel Gilbert. It was incorporated on January 4,
2005, but as of the time of the filing of this complaint, its status with the California Secretary of State is
listed as "Suspended."

Factual Allegations

Thg Film Dmrns From My Real Fqth^r
5.

In April 2012, Joel Gilbert announced the upcoming DVD release of a "documentary"

film that he had written, produced and directed as a production of his company, Highway 61
Entertainrnent, LLC. (See Exhibit 1, attached.)
6.

The film was titled Dreams From My Real Father, and purported to be an expose on

the "true" life story of President Bariack Obama.
7.

The 95-minute DVD was made available for pre-order, but formally went on sale in

July 2012. It vyas sold for $14.95 through such vyebsites as Amazon.com, WorldNetDaily.com,
lnfowars.com, and the website Respondents created to market the film, ObamasRealFather.c6m.
8.

The film began with ah onscreen "Director's Note," which finished with the statement.

"Is this the story Barack Obama should have told, revealing his true political foundations and his agenda
for fundamentally changing America?" and was.signed "Joel Gilbert." (See Exhibit 2, attached.)
9.

The primary narrative of Dreams From My Real Father was, as the title suggests, that

President Barack Hussein Obama ll's actual father was not Barack Hussein Obama Senior but rather
was the African-American poet and communist sympathizer Frank Marshall Davis.
10.

The film was narrated by an Obama impersonator, speaking in the first-person.

11.

The content of the film was heavily laden with unsubstantiated rumors, invented fictions,

and absurd conspiracy theories. Among the unsupported allegations advanced in the "documentaiy"
film were:
a.

That President Obama's grandfather, Stanley Dunham, was secretly a CIA
agent assigned to Hawaii to spy on Frank Marshall Davis;

b.

That Frank Marshall Davis took nude photographs of President Obama's
mother, Ann Dunham, which he then published in men's magazines (See
Exhibit 3, attached);

c.

That Frank Marshall Davis ahd. Ann Dunham had a sexual relationship,
which resulted in the conception of future-President Barack Obama;

d.

That Stanley Dunham bribed Barack Obama Senior to pretend to be the
father of his daughter's illegitimate child;

e.

That President Obama was born at home, and not at Kapiolani Medical
Center as stated on his birth certificate;

f.

That President Obama learned that Davis was his biological father at age
1.2, and that in the years that followed he was. raised, by Davis and received
frequent .lessons on Marxism;

g.

That Obama's Harvard Law School education was the result of the advice
and assistance of former Weatherman Bill Ayers and the Ayers family; and

h.

That Obama's 1995 memoir. Dreams From My Father, was ghostwritten
by Bill Ayers.

12.

Many of these allegations were supported with nothing more than speculation, and.are

instead contradicted by available evidence. For instance, the photographs that Respondents' film and
website claimed were taken by Davis of Ann Dunham actually began appearing in published magazines
in 1958, wheii Ann Dunham was still 15 years old and living in Washington state. The Dunham family
first moved to Hawaii, where Davis lived, in the summer of 1960. (See Exhibits 4 and 5, attached.)
13.

The purpose of the film and the claims made therein were to attack the character and

credibility of then-candidate Barack Obama in the months leading up to the 2012 Presidential election
and to thus advocate for his defeat in that election. Several of the claims and allegations made in the film
border on being defamatory.
14.

News coverage of the film recognized it as being not only a conspiracy-filled attack

piece, but identified it as one of the most offensive attacks of the 2012 campaign season. The
Hollywood Reporter's headline was "New Anti-Obama Film Claims His Mother Posed for Nude
Photos," and The Daily Beast's headline asked "With 'Dreams From My Real Father,' Have Obama
Haters Hit Rock Bottom?" (See Exhibits 6 and 7, attached.)
15.

Multiple public screenings of the film were held in various cities, which Respondent

Gilbert attended and conducted Q&As at. These included several screenings in Tampa, Florida during
the Republican National Convention, August 27-30, 2012; Bellmore, New York on September 19,
2012; St. Louis, Missouri on September 24, 2012; Kingston, Tennessee on September 29, 2012; and
Des Peres, Missouri on October 24, 2012. (See Exhibit 8, attached.)
16.

On or about October 10,2012, the film was made available for free viewing via Netflix

Streaming, reaching a potential audience of approximately 27 million Netflix subscribers. (See Exhibit
9, attached.)
17.

On October 23, 2012, the campaign website of Barack Obama ran a response to the

claims made in the film, under the title ''''Dreams From My Real Father peddles ridiculous conspiracy
theories about President Obama." (See Exhibit 10, attached.)
The Mass-Mailing of Several Million DVDs
18.

On or about June 28, 2012, Joel Gilbert appeared on The Alex Jones Show to

promote his DVD, and stated that he had a plan to garner wider attention for his film.

19.

DFMRF LLC was incorporated on July 13,2012. DFMRF is an initialism for

"Dreams Frorn My Real Father."
20.

On July 19,2012, Gilbert announced that his distribution company was going to be

sending free DVDs of his film, unsolicited, to "millions of households. The process has already begun."
He further stated "Within three weeks, hundreds of thousands DVDs will be mailed across the United
States until every American sees this DVD and understands the deadly Marxist dreams Obama has for
us, from his real father, Frank Marshall Davis." (See Exhibit 11, attached.)
21.

On September 18,2012, it was reported that Respondents had already mailed 1 rriillion

DVDs to households in "the crucial presidential-election swing state Ohio." It was further reported that
"Gilbert also has sent another 100,000 copies to New Hampshire, and he has plans to send 1 million to
six more swing states." (See Exhibit 12, attached.)
22.

Also on September 18,2012, Respondents released an online video highlighting his

DVD-m'ailing campaign, titled "Dreams from My Real Father: 1,000,000 DVDs to Ohio". The video
was uploaded to Joel Gilbert's personal YouTube account, and is available for viewing at
httD://www.voutube.com/watch?v=5hSI SMMxvGY . (See Exhibit 13, attached.)
23.

On October 7,2012, it was further reported/that "Filmmaker Joel Gilbert has mailed

2.7 million copies of his full-length documentary Dreams From My Real Father to households in key
swing states, with 1.5 million going to Florida, 700,000 to Colorado and 500,000 to Iowa." (See
Exhibit 14, attached.)
24.

According to Respondents' website at Obama3RealFather.com, 1.5 million DVDs

were mailed to Florida addresses, 1.2 million DVDs were mailed to Ohio, 700,000 were mailed to
Colorado, 500,000 were mailed to Iowa, 100,000 were mailed to New Hampshire, and 100,000 were

mailed to Nevada. In total, this represents 4.1 million DVDs iriailed. (See Exhibit 15, attached.)
25.

The webpage's most recent update further states "Next: 3 Million [DVDs] to PA, VA,

IL, Wl, MI." Complainant has to date been unable to locate any statements or reports confirming
whether or not these latter shipments were made. (See Exhibit 15, attached.)
26.

Complainant alleges that respondents selected these states as targets for their mailings

because they were commonly identified as "swing.states" in the 2012 Presidential election, in that it was
uncertain whether their voters, and thus their electoral votes, would favor Barack Obama or Mitt
Romney. The specific intent of mailing this film to potential, voters in those states was to advocate for
the defeat of Barack Obama in that election.
27.

The "swing states" identified in the lead-up to the 2012 Presidential election were

Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
Wisconsin. Of the six states that DVDs of Dreams From My Real Father were reported as having
already been mailed to, all six were swing states. If the latter mailings were made as promised, the
DVDs were ultimately mailed to all nine identified "swing states." Complainant asserts that this targeting
of individuals in these particular states further illustrates the purpose behind the mailing.
28.

The mailing included a copy of the DVD inside a cardboard sleeve. On the sleeve's

exterior next to the mailing address, it featured two quotes: "A tour de force that changes our view of
the President - Dr. Herbert London" and "A shocking narrative on what could be Obama's most
closely guarded secret - Jerry Doyle." The reverse exterior side of the sleeve referred to the film as a
"bombshell documentary" and stated "The True Origins of Obama's Life and Politics.?" and "Must
Watch DVD Inside!" The sleeve's interior included such statements as "Was the.goat-herding Kenyan,
father only a fairy tale to obscure a Marxist agenda, irreconcilable with American values?" The DVD

itself stated that it was "A Highway 61 Entertainment Production." (See Exhibits 16, 17, and 18,
attached.)
29.

Based upon available images of the DVD and the sleeve it was mailed in, it does not

appear that the mailing included the required information or disclaimers as mandated by FEC
regulations. Highway 61 Eritertainment is identified as the producer of the film, but no person, is
identified as being responsible for the expenditures involved in the mailing of the DVD.
30.

Multiple news stories in different states reported on people who had received

Respondents' DVD in the mail. One story included a photograph of what was purported to be palettes
of the DVDs, prepared for shipping. Another posed the question "Will the Latest Obama Conspiracy
Help Him Win Ohio?", noting Respondents' strategy of targeting swing states in the hopes of effecting
the election's outcome. (See Exhibits 19. and 20, attached.)
3.1...

Complainant is not in possession of any specific information as to vyhat amount of

money was actually spent to manufacture and rnail at least 4.1 million and. as many as 7.1 million DVDs.
Upon information and belief. Complainant believes that the expense required to manufacture and bulk
mail each DVD would be at least twenty-five cents each, and probably more. However, even given
that conservative estimate, the total expenditures necessary to distribute Respondents' 4-1 million DVDs
would be in excess of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00).
The New York Post Advertisement
32.

On September 11, 2012, the New York Post ran a full-page advertisement for Dreams

From My Real Father on page 1.5. (See Exhibit 2L attached.)
33.

The advertisement was titled "Obama's Big Lie Revealed," and included the following

statements, among others:

a.

"New film .reveals to America who the President really Is";

b.

"Obaitia's real father was Communist Party USA propagandist Frank
Marshall Davis, a suspected Soviet agent.Davis indoctrinated Obama into
Marxism from ages 10-18.";

c.

"Barack Obama's life story, the basis of his political, career, is a fairy
tale...America has been had!";

d.

"Obama is a"Red Diaper Baby," following the Saul Alinksy strategy to
COLLAPSE Capitalism and DESTROY the American Middle Class"

34.

The content of the advertisement, in addition to marketing the DVD, was unmistakably

advocating the defeat of then-candidate Barack Obama in the election that would occur less than two
months later.
35.

Bloomberg BusinessWeek called the advertisement the "Boldest Anti-Obama Ad Yet."

(See Exhibit 22, attached.)
36.

The advertisement did not clearly identify the person who paid for the ad. "DFMRF

LLC" appears in the bottom right corner, directly below the phrase "Amazon.com". It is not identified
as the payor; and its relationship to the DVD and/or the advertisement is not stated. "Highway 61
Entertainment" is not mentioned at all in the advertisement, and Joel Gilbert's name only appears in a
photograph of the DVD's cover, where he is identified only as the film's director.
37.

The advertisement did not provide a permanent street address, telephone number, or

World Wide Web address of the person who paid for the communication. It .provided two web
addresses: one for Amazon.com, and another for ObamasRealFather.com, an advertising website for
the DVD.

38.

The ObamasReaIFather.com website mentioned both Joel Gilbert and Highway 61

Entertainment by name, but included no mention of the entity DFMRF LLC. It did, however, include
articles, and "reports" making such claims as (.1) a childhood photograph of Obama was Photoshopped
to remove Frank Marshall Davis and insert his mother; (2) President Obama wears a ring inscribed with
the Muslim shahadah prayer; and (3) President Obama had a nose job supposedly to hide his
resemblance to Davis. (See Exhibits 23, 24 and 25, attached.)
39.

The advertisement did not state that the communication was not.authprized by any

candidate or candidate's committee,
40.

Complainant does not personally know what amount of money was paid for this

full-page ad in the New York Post, but on information and belief would expect it to be in the thousands
of dollars. Joel Gilbert was quoted as stating that he offered $90,000.00 to the newspaper USA Today
to run a similar version of the same advertisement. (See Exhibit 26, attached.)
The Fundintz
41.

Given the substantial financial outlay necessary to manufacture and mail between 4

million and 7 million DVDs, there was much speculation in the news media as to the source of the
funding for Respondents' mailing efforts. (See Exhibit 27, attached.)
42.

Respondents have never made public the source of the funding for their mailing and

advertising efforts, and Respondent Gilbert has instead made evasive and inconsistent statements
regarding said funding when asked.
43.

Joe) Gilbert told the website Media Matters that his income from his previous movies

was helping to fund publicity efforts, and that he did not accept political donations. (See Exhibit 28,
attached.)

44.

Gilbert declined to discuss who had paid for the film with the newspaper The Daily

Mail, and instead would reveal only that it was "privately funded." (See Exhibit 29, attached.)
45.

Gilbert would not tell the New York Times where he received the money to distribute

millions of free copies of the DVD to swing state voters, saying only "It's a private, company, so we
don't disclose who's part of it." (See Exhibit 30, attached.)
46.

Given that Highway 61 Entertainmerit LLC is a now-suspended company, and that

DFMRF LLC was created only a matter ofdays before the mass-mailings were announced.
Complainant believes there is reasonable justification to suspect that these independent expenditures
were not funded solely from the Respondents' own available treasury funds.
Lack ofPigclQsureg
47.

On January 25, 2014, Complainant conducted searches of the FEC's online database

of 2012 independent expenditures, located at www.fec.pQv/data/lndependentExpenditure.do .
48.

Complainant searched for any notices filed under the names "Joel, Gilbert", "DFMRF

LLC" or "Highway 61 Entertainment LLC."
49.

No notices of independent expenditures could be found for any of these, names.

50.

If Respondents received money from any outside donors to finance their independent,

expenditures, as they have intimated, they have similarly not disclosed the amount of those receipts or
identified the persons making those contributions, as required.

Coyint:
51.

The FECA and FEC regulations require that a person Or corporation making

independent expenditures in an aggregate amount of more than $250.00 during a calendar year shall file

a statement containing certain information as required under 2 U.S.C. § 434 (b). Such statements shall
identify any persons who contributed more than $200.00 to the reporting person for the purpose of
furthering an independent expenditure, shall include the amounts and recipients of all independent
expenditures, and shall be accompanied by a certification of independence. 2 U.S.C. § 434(c).
52.

The independent expenditures made by Joel Gilbert, DFMRF LLC, Highway 61

Entertainment LLC, and/or their undisclosed funders in the unsolicited mailing several million DVDs to
voters in swing states far exceeded the $250.00 threshold, and thus obligated them to file notices of
such independent expenditures with the FEC.
53.

By failing to file the required reports for the independent expenditures of the DVDs

mailed between April 2012 and November 2012, DFMRF LLC, Highway 61 Entertainment LLC, and
Joel Gilbert, personally and in his capacity as owner and president of the two aforementioned
companies, violated 2 U.S.C. § 434(c).
Count II
54.

The FECA and FEC regulations require that a person or corporation making

independent expenditures in an aggregate amount of more than $250.00 during a calendar year shall file
a statement containing certain information as required under 2 U.S.C. § 434 (b). Such statements shall
identify any persons who contributed more than $200.00 to the reporting person for the purpose of
furthering an independent expenditure, shall include the amounts and recipients of all independent
expenditures, and shall be accompanied by a certification of independence. 2 U.S.C. § 434(c).
55.

The independent expenditures.made by Joel Gilbert, DFMRF LLC, Highway 61

Entertainment LLC, and/or their undisclosed funders in paying for that particular full-page advertisement
in the New York Post on September 11, 2012 likely exceeded the $250.00 threshold, and thus

obligated them to file a notice of such, independent expenditure with the FEC.
56.

By failing to file the required report for the independent expenditure of the full-page

advertisement, DFMRF LLC, Highway 61 Entertainment LLC, and Joel Gilbert, personally and in.his
capacity as owner and president of the two aforementioned companies, violated 2 U .B.C. § 434(c).
Cpgntlll
57.

The FECA and FEC regulations require that an independent expenditure contain a

disclaimer that clearly states the name and permanent street address, telephone number, or World Wide
Web address of the person who paid for the communication, and states that the communication is not
authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee. 2 U.S.C. § 44ld(a)(3); 11 C.F.R. §
.110.11(a)(3).
58.

By failing to disclose the required information oh the independent expenditures of the

DVDs mailed between April 2012 and November 2012, DFMRF LLC, Highway 61 Entertainment
LLC, and Joel Gilbert, personally and in his capacity as owner and president of the two aforementioned
companies, violated 2 U.S.C. § 44.1d(a)(3) and U C.F.R.. § 110.11(a)(3).
Count IV
59.

The FECA and FEC regulations require that an independent expenditure contain a.

disclaimer that clearly states the name and permanent street address, telephone number, or World Wide
Web address of the person who paid for the communication, and states that the communication is not
authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee. 2 U.S.C. § 44ld(a)(3); 11 C.F.R. §
110.11.(a)(3).
60.

By failing to disclose the required information on the independent expenditure of the

September 11, 2012 advertisement in the New York Post, DFMRF LLC, Highway 61 Entertainment

LLC, and Joel Gilbert, personally and in his capacity as owner and president of the two aforementioned
companies, violated 2 U.S.C. § 441d(a)(3) and 11 C.F.R. § 110.11(a)(3).
Cpnplnsion
WHEREFORE, Complainant requests that the FEC conduct an investigation into these
allegations, declare the respondent(s) to have violated the FECA and applicable FEC regulations,
impose sanctions appropriate to these violations and take such action as may be appropriate, including,
if necessary, referring this case to the Department of Justice for criminal prosecution.
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Loren Collins
303 Peachtree Street, Suite 4100
Atlanta, GA 30308

Verifier tiPrt

The individual below hereby verifies that the statements made in the attached Complaint are,
upon information and belief, true.

Loren Collins

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

. day .pf
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EXHIBIT 1

WND » Film: President's father not Biirack Obama » Print
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This is WND printer-friendly version of the article which follows.
To view this item online, visit http://www.wnd.eom/2012/04/filra-presidents-father-not-barack-obama/

WND EXCLUSIVE

FILM: PRESIDENT'S FATHER NOT BARACK OBAMA
2 years of research, rare photos support compelling case
Published: 04/25/2012 at 8:51 PM
by JEROME R. CORSI Email I Archive

Jerome R. Corsi, a Harvard Ph.D., is a WND senior staff reporter. He has authored many books, ini
Times best-sellers "The Obama Nation" and "Unfit for Command." Corsi's latest book is "Who Rei
Kennedy?"

"Who's your real Daddy?" is a question that remarkably continues to dog Barack Obama, even as he proceeds
into his fourth year as president.
With the release this July of Joel Gilbert's full-length documentary, "Dreams from My Real Father: A Story of
Reds and Deception," the mystery deepens regarding who Obama really is.
"The film provides the first cohesive understanding of Obama's deep-rooted life journey in socialism, from his
childhood to his presidency," Gilbert told WND.
Gilbert rejects the official story that the Kenyan-bom Barack Obama was the president's father.
Instead, he argue.s, Frank Marshall Davis, the radical poet and journalist who was a card-carrying member of the
Communist Party USA, was the real, biological and ideological father of Barack Obama.
"I decided to investigate Frank Marshall Davis. His close physical resemblance to Obama was shocking, while
Obama little resembled the Kenyan Obama," Gilbert said. "How could this be?"
Get "Dreams from My Real Father: A Story of Reds and Deception"from WND j Superstore.
Gilbert launched into what became two years of research during which he conducted interviews and discovered rare
film footage and photos.
"I unearthed two film archives of Frank Marshall Davis, one from 1973, the other from 1987, as well as Davis'
photo collection," he explained. "I then acquired 500 copies of the Honolulu Record, the communist-inn newspaper
where Davis wrote a weekly political column for eight years."
Gilbert's research tumed shocking when he obtained seven indecent photos of Ann Dunham, Obama's mother, at
Frank Marshall Davis' house, suggesting an intimate connection between Dunham and Davis.
"I was not happy to include these racy photos in the film but found it necessary to substantiate the intimate
relationship between the two," he said. "Those photos ended up in a men's mail-order catalog of nude women,
likely sold to them by Davis. 1 placed black bars on parts of the photos to be respectful."
To establish the foundation for the photos, Gilbert documented that Davis was one of the founders of a photography
club in Chicago, known as the "Lens Camera Club," and that he specialized in nude photographs.
See the trailer for "Dreams from My Real Father":
Later in life, Davis also penned a scurrilous, autobiographical sex novel, titled "Sex Rebel: Black," in which he
detailed an illicit sexual relationship with an underage woman named "Anne." Gilbert believes the name was a thin
disguise for Obama's mother, Stanley Ann Dunham.
Gilbert reconstructs Obama's autobiography, "Dreams from My Father," and concludes that the tale of the
lof3
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goat-herding father from Kenya is a cover story, concocted to mask an inconvenient pregnancy.
The truth, Gilbert argues, is that Barack Obama 11 was born from the illicit .sexual relationship that rebellious
teenager Ann Dunham began with Davis after her parents forced her to move to Hawaii.
Gilbert believes that when Dunham first arrived in Hawaii after graduating from high school, she used the sexual
relationship with Davis to act out her frustration that her parents would not permit her to fulfill her wish to attend
the University of Washington in Seattle with her Mercer Island High School friends.
In 2010, Gilbert wrote and directed a film titled "Atomic Jihad: Ahmadinejad's Coming Wai- and Obama's. Politics
of Defeat." "Dreams from My Real Father" will be released this summer, with screenings in theaters across the
country currently in the planning process.
Communist roots
The FBI had Davis under surveillance for 19 years, monitoring his support of the Communist Party both in Chicago
and in Hawaii.
Gilbert portrays Obama as a "Red Diaper Baby," a phenomenon among the radical left, referred to as "handme-down Marxism," in which children of radical parents grow up to be radicals. Such was the case with much of
the leadership of Students for a Democratic Society and the Weather Uridergi ound, including Obama senior
political adviser David Axelrod, who was born to a mother who wrote for a communist newspaper in New York
City.

Barack Obama Sr., Barack Obama II and Frank Marshall Davis
"Obama sold himself to America as the multi-cultural ideal, a man who stood above politics. His father was a goat
herder from Kenya, he would bring people together, so it went," Gilbert explained. "While voters will overlook
some fudging by politicians, promoting a false family background to hide an agenda irreconcilable with American
values is a totally unacceptable manipulation of the electorate."
What Gilbert presents is a direct challenge to the official narrative, arguing it is more likely President Obama has a
deeply disturbing family background and a hidden Marxist agenda.
"Unfortunately, Obama's style is to minimize, misdirect, and outright lie about damaging information about his
past," Gilbert said. "I hope the media will now demand that he corrie clean about his family background, his
political foundations and fully reveal his agenda for transforming America."
In writing his autobiography, Obama masked his relationship with Davis, naming him only as "Frank," a friend of
his grandfather who "lived in a dilapidated house in a run-down section of Waikiki."
Gerald Home, a contributing editor to "Public Affairs," an openly Marxist political review, made the first positive
identification of "Frank" as Frank Marshall Davis.
In Mach 2007, Home gave a speech at New York University on the occasion of the Communist Party USA archive
being placed at an NYU library.
In that speech. Home discussed Davis, noting that Davis, who was born in Kansas and lived much of his adult life
in Chicago, had moved to Honolulu in 1948 at the suggestion of his good friend, actor Paul Robeson. In the 1940s,
Robeson was an outspoken critic of se:gregation and racial discrimination in the U.S., a strong advocate of the
Soviet Union and a member Of the Communist Party USA.
Home also documented Davis's friendship with the Dunham family in Hawaii.
"Eventually, [Davis] befriended another family - a Euro-Ameiican family - that had migrated to Honolulu from
Kansas, and a young woman from this family eventually had a child with a young student from Kenya East Africa
who goes by the name of Barack Obama, who, retracing the steps of Davis, eventually decamped to Chicago."
Lome further stated Davis was "a decisive influence in helping [Obama] to find his present identity as an AfricanAmerican, a people who have been the least anti-communist and the most left-leaning of any constituency in this
nation."
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After Home's speech, the identity of "Frank" was never in doubt, nor his importance in the development of the
young Barack Obama.
On Dec. 5, 1956, Davis appeared in executive session before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee investigating "the
scope of Soviet activity in the United States," one of the McCarthy-era panels seeking to expose communists
considered to be a security threat.
Invoking his Fifth Amendment rights against self-incrimination, Davis refused to answer a direct question asking if
he was then a communist.
A year earlier, in 1955, a Commission on Subversive Activities organized by the government of the Teiritory of
Hawaii identified Davis as a member of the Communist Party USA. The committee singled out for criticism several
articles Davis published in the "Communist Honolulu Record" that were critical of the commission.
May 19th Communist Organization
Gilbert documents Obama's association at Columbia University with what was known as the May 19th Communist
Organization, an above-ground support group tor the Weather Underground based in New York City from 1978 to
1985.
"May 19th" carried out raucous anti-Apartheid and anti-Klan protests and operated a host of front organizations.
At the time. Weather Underground co-founder William Ayers - Obama's Chicago neighbor and colleague in
education reform - wrote that May 19th provided "a sea for the guerrillas to swim in."
Some May 19th members committed acts of violence and terrorism, such as the 1981 Nanuet Brinks robbery and
murders, the bombing of South African offices in 1981 and the U.S. Capitol bombirig in 1983.
"1 spoke, with a former. FBI informant who iold .rne the .May 19th Communist Organization had a weapons training
camp in the Clatskill.Mpuntains., run by former Black Panthers," Gilbert told WND. "In addition, some May 19th
members were, sent to Cuba.for several weeiks each, year, with the Venceremos Brigade, a continuation, of the
SDS/Weather Underground program begun in the '60s, for explosives training from Cuban intelligence, DGI."
Obama's election was not a sudden political phenomenon, Gilbert maintains.
"It was the culmination of an American socialist movement that Frank Marshall Davis nurtured in Chicago and
Hawaii and has been quietly infiltrating the U.S. economy, universities and media for decades," he explained. 'To
understand Obama's plans for America, look no further than communist Frank. Marshall Davis."
© Copyright 1997-2013. All Rights Reserved. WND.com.
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Dreams from My Real Father
Home

Film Info

Press

Frank Marshall Davis

Director Q6A

Screenings

Buy DVD

Contact

Breaking News 2

j The Intimate Ann Dunham Frank Marshall Davis Relationship
Racy photos of Barnck Obama's mother, Ann Dunham, have recently surfaced
in vintage fetish and bondage magazines. The photos, taken at Frank
Marshall Davis' house in Honolulu, appeared in Bizarre Life, Exotique, Secret
Pleasures, and Battling Babes. They help illustrate the intimate relationship
between Dunham and Da\<is. "My father was from Kenya, he grew up herding
goats," Barack Obnma told the cheering crowds. Did Obama build his political
career upon a fairy tale? Was Obama misdirecting Americans away from a
deeply disturbing family background and a Marxist political foundation?

Frank Marshall Davis' photos
of Ann Dunham appear in
these vintage men's magazines

Obama's version nf his early childhood is false - the family did not split up
when the Kenyan Obama went to Harvard as he claimed. I n fact, Ann Dunham
took "Barry" to Seattle a few weeks after his birth Oate August 1961), and
began studies at the University of Washington, ivhile the Kenyan remained in
Hawaii. All evidence points to a "sham" marriage to cover up an illicit affair.
Barack Obama began regular \isits to Frank Marshall Davis' house at the age
of 10, and Obama refers to Frank Marshall Davis throughout his
autobiography as his childhood "mentor." Dreamsfrom My Real Father
makes the case that the Communist Party USA propagandist was both
Obama's biological and ideological father, and likely indoctrinated Obama in
Marxism during his formative ycars.To learn about more the true origins of
Obama's life and politics, pnrcA<isc the DVD here.

More Breaking Neios r | 2 | j | 4 J 5

Home I Film Into |Press | Frank Morshall Davis | Diredoi O A A | Saeenings | Buy DVD | Conlad

Tell a Friend
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» Dreams From My •Real* Father Birth Of A Notion
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Birth Of A Notion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home
About the Author
Bom in the USA?
Dreams From My *Reai* Father
Reference
The Secret Origin of the Birthers
I'he Secret Origin. Pt. 2

Dreams From My *Real* Father
Joel Gilbert's direct-to-DVD movie Dreams From My Real Father is to the Obama Birther movement
what Dylan Avery's Loose Change was to the 9/11 Truthers. It is a slickly-polished piece of propaganda,
designied to promote a fringe conspiracy theory through the presentation of extensive misinformation.
But whereas Loose Change has inspired extensive, point-by-point debunkings, it's doubtful that anyone
will ever give Gilbert's film that much attention. Not because it's *good* mind you, but simply because
it's just that unimportant.
But Gilbert claims to be spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to send free DVD copies to
unsuspecting voters, making this is a fringe production with a promotion budget that is respectably
mainstream. Moreover, Gilbert refuses to disclose who is funding this effort. So if some anonymous
benefactor is willing to spend a half-million to raise public awareness of Gilbert's claims, I can afford a
little time to demonstrate why he's untrustworthy and his claims are crap.
Joel Gilbert vs. The Complete Exotique (video of Gilbert's photos in 1958 publication)
Joel Gilbert Really Is Lying to You (interview with owner of Frank Marshall Davis' house)
Fever Dreams From My Real Father #1; The Nude Photos Debunked
Fever Dreams From My Real Father #2; "Anne" vs. Ann
Fever Dreams From My Real Father #3; Factual Failings
Introduction
Fever Dreams From Mv Real Father #4; Family Portraits
Fever Dreams FromMv Real Father #5: Joel Gilbert's Phantom Evidence
Fever Dreams From My Real Father #6; The Omiil.scicnt Joel Gilbert
Fever Dreams From My Real Father #7; Gilbert's "Mockumentafies"

• Available Oct. 2012
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More

http://baracl<ryphal.blogspot.com/2012/10/fever-dreams-from-my-rea!-
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Create Blog Sign In

BARACKRYPHAL
A SKEPTIC'S GUIDE TO BIRTHERISM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 2012

Fever Dreams From My Real Father #j; The. Nude Photos
Debunked
At the center of Gilbert's theory that Frank Marshall Davis is Obama's father is a
series of nude and fetish photographs. They were the focus of his .second
promotionni video for the DVD. They're featured prominently on his website, and
he consistently references them in radio interviews. Radio host Peter Boyles has
called them the "Rosetta Stone" that will unlock Obama's secret past, and Alex
Jones declared "It's hgr in these photos."
The "her" to which Jones refers is Obama's mother Ann Dunham, who Gilbert
claims is the woman depicted in these photos. Three of the photos were originally
posted on the website of The Astute Bloggcrs in October 2008, where it was
claimed that they had been forwarded by a reader. Even though one photo plainly
bore a watermark of "free-vintage-porn.com", some people were convinced that
the photos were of Ann Dunham. Over time, the daim evolved so that it was
Frank Marshall Davis who was said to have taken the photos as well (perhaps an
unsurprising development, as The Astute Bloggers website was also responsible
for starting the rumor that Frank was Obama's father).
Here's what the
narrator of Dreams
From My Real Father
has to say on the
matter:
"At some point, she
agreed to pose.
These photos were
taken a few weeks
before Christmas
i960, when Mom
was about five weeks
pregnant with me.
There's no
mistaking: this is MY mama."
Gilbert has further elaborated on the photos outside the film itself. In his web.sitc
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1 also obtained seven indecent photos of Ann Dunham. Obama's mother,
taken at Frank Marshall Davis' house, suggesting an intimate connection
between Dunham and Davis...
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What new revelations are in Dreams from My Real Father?
First, I make the case that Barack Obaraa's real father was Communist
Frank Marshall Davis. Next, the relationship between Davis and Obama's
mother, Ann Dunham, is illustrated with seven indecent photographs of
Dunham, some including other women, taken at I'Yank Marshall Davis'
house in Honolulu.
SLOG ARCHIVE

On the 'Breaking News' portion of his website:
• 2013(5)

Ra<y photos of Barack Obama's mother, Ann Dunham, have recently
surfaced in vintage fetish and bondage magazines. The photos, taken at
Frank Marshall Davis' house in Honolulu, appeared in Bizan-e Life,
Exotique, Secret Pleasures, and Battling Babes.
And in interviews:

T 201.2 (20)

T October (12)
Joel C'!ilbcrt'.s Hvolving
Di.sclainier
Inten-iew on KltUU

But if you look at the many, many photos of Ann Dunham and the naked
girl in the pictures - especially you can see her teeth; she has some
recessed teeth on the left side ~ it's very obviously Ann Dunham.
Most people didn't take the photo claim very seriously, because the woman in the
pictures doesn't really look all that much like Ann Dunham. Sure, she bears a
passing resemblance, in the same sense that as a bespectacled young white guy, I
bear a passing resemblance to Daniel Radcliffe. Frankly, the woman in the photos
looks a lot more like Joan Collins than Ann Dunham.
Since their original appearance in 2008, some have attempted to debunk the
photos by identifying the model. This has proven fruitless, and unsurprisingly so;
many mid-centuiy nude and fetish models were nameless faces, anonymous to
the world at laige.
To his credit, Gilbert
did somehow locate
additional photos of the
mysteiy woman he
claims is Ann. And as
noted above, he named
several magazines
where he claims they
appeared. Both on his
website and in Dreams,
he shows the covers of
^£Tjf:r
six specific issues, and
the website (on the
right) flatly states
....
"Frank Marshall Davis'
photos of Ann Dunham
appear in these vintage men's magazines." The magazines Gilbert shows are:
AIIN ni.-wiiMti*

ritfih

Exotique #2
Exotique #4
Exotique #6
Exotique #14
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Joel Gilbert's
Ever-Clianging Stoiy
Qimtcd in the Oiiiindo
Sentinel
Joel Gilbert v.s. The
Complete Exotique
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Bullspotting: Finding
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Secret Pleasures
Battling Babes
Bizarre Life #9

• 2010(26)

• 2009(69)
• 2008(4)

The last three magazines were published in 1958,1957, and 1969, respectively.
Exotique was published between 1955 and 1959.
FOLLOWERS

Curiously, though, the pictures Gilbert shows appear in NONE of the issues he
identifies. I consulted with the owner of a fansite for these magazines, who
checked and confirmed that Gilbert's photos are nowhere to be seen in these
issues. I personally reviewed copies of Exotique #14, Battling Babes and Secret
Pleasures, and they included NO pictures of the mysteiy model.

Join this site
®
with Google Friend Connect
Members (18)

What Secret Pleasures DID feature, on page 26, was this photo:

•:-a!

oj .0j DJ OJ
AUDIO PLAYER

Waqar's Blog

Who is the woman? I have no idea. But look at the chair she's seated on. At the
pillow in the chair. At the window behind her. At the record player to her right,
and the records peeking out below her leg. At the cabinet behind her, and at the
floor beneath her. Look familiar?
Oitam» From My R<aiFalhei; Tlie srciiuic jArnDm
0

That's right, it's the exact same setting as the 'Ann' photos. Published in a 1958
men's magazine. And it's not the only one. From Exotique #25, pages 7 and 40,
respectively:
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Again, does that setting look familiar? Same couch, same floor, same picture on
the wall, even the same random pillow arrangement on top of the couch as seen
in other photo.s in Gilbert's videos. The woman is even wearing the same
spiked-ball earrings as Gilbert's 'Ann'. Who is she? I don't know, but she looks an
awful lot like the woman who appears with Gilbert's 'Ann' in several photos in his
movie.
Now granted, these photos alone don't prove that the mystery model couldn't be
Ann. Perhaps Davis took these in 1958, and he didn't change the arrangement of
his room for two years. That's odd, and hardly the most compelling explanation,
but it's not impossible. (Even though Gilbert himself would likely concede that
these are from the same photoshoot.)
Unfortunately for Gilbert, that's not all. Fuither up this post, there's a screenshot
of Gilbert's own website, with a video still that shows the woman he claims is
'Ann' sitting on a couch, pulling a black opera glove onto her left arm. That image
appears in Gilbert's Dreams and in his promotional videos as well, but he's never
released a full-size copy of that photo.
I found one, however:

This picture appeared in Exotique #23, on page 22. In IOK8. When Ann Dunham
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was only 15 years old. Two years before Ann Dunham even moved to Hawaii.
It can also be found reprinted in volume 2 of the 3-volume lixdtiqiie liardcover
collection.
We may never know who the mystery inodel is. But the Dunham family didn't
move to Hawaii until the summer of i960. Unless Ann Dunham had access to a
time machine in the 1960s, it simnlv cannot, be her.
Moreover, Joel Gilbert knows this. He found that opera glove photo; it was not
circulating the web as an 'Ann' photo prior to his videos. He knows it came from
Exotique, a magazine that ceased publication in 1959. From WND: "Gilbert found
that several of the photos in the collection appeared in a magazine cailed
Exotique, published by pin-up photographer Leonard Burtman, who worked in
New York City."
Thus he knows this picture was published two years before Ann first stepped foot
in Hawaii, years before she could have met Frank Marshall Davis. And yet he
explicitly claims, multiple times, that the photo was TAKEN at Christmastime
i960. This is not a lie of ignorance or mistake; it is a lie of pure, fully-informed
malice.
And that's the BEST-case scenario for Gilbert.Gilbert knows thait Ann was born in
1942, and he knows he found these pictures in 1958 magazines. If Gilbert truly
believes that these ARE somehow pictures of a 15-year-old Ann, then he's been
distributing hundreds of thousands of DVDs featuring nude and erotic pictures
of someone he believes to be an underage girl.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Gilbert has thus far refused to disclose the actual sources
of the erotic photos he put in his videos. He identified sue issues, none of which
checked out, and five of which contraidict his i960 date anyway. As shown above,
to disclose the true issues would be to destroy his own claim that the photos are
of Ann, and to let his audience know that he's lying to them. And so he refuses to
cite his soui-ces, even when they're just magazine issue numbers.
So there you have it. The people who've said 'Frank Davis took naked pictures of
Stanley Ann Dunham in December of i960' are provably wrong. The woman they
claim is Ann was having her photographs from this very shoot published at least
as early as 1958. When Ann was a 15-year-old in Washington, years before she
ever stepped.foot on Hawaii or could have conceivably even met Frank Marshall
Davis. Joel Gilbert has unnecessarily obscured the actual publication dates of the
pictures he found, because he knows those simple facts will prove to everyone
that he's lying about them being taken in i960, and lying about Frank Marshall
Davis taking them of Ann, and lying about them being evidence of an intimate
relationship between Frank and Ann.
As I wrote in my first post in this series, "I cant promise that I'll convince
everyone that Joel Gilbert is a charlatan and his film is a joke, but I think by this
time next week, anyone who continues to trust Gilbert has some depressingly low
standards for what they'll believe." I'm sure some people vrill still prefer to
believe in him and his photos, and nothing will convince them otherwise. To
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them, I can only say this: just as Joel Gilbert has known for months, you now
know that his photos were being published in 1958. Possibly even earlier. So if
you still want to believe that the woman in those photos is Ann Dunham, that
means you also have to believe that the woman in those photos is no more than
15 years old. Keep that in mind as you talk about them, and post them online, and
save them on your computer. I know you're not doing anything illegal or morally
disgusting (because it's not Ann), but what are you telling yourselves?
Finally, even though I've reached #1 in this series and I think I've solidly proven
my case, I had two more research developments on Monday that I'll be typing up
in the next few days. So be sure to keep an eye out for those to come.
POSTED BY LOREN AT 7:00 AM

15 COMMENTS:
Kevin Davidson October 2,2012 at 8:48 PM
Perhaps the best piece of anti-Birther investigative repoi-ting everl
Reply

bvisypoordad.coni October 5,2012 al 8:05 AM.
'•.ii

wouldn't "proving" that Frank Marshall Davis was Obama's real dad
undermine the whole "he was bom in Kenya" stoiy?
why would they do this?
Reply

mandible Octobers, 2012 at3:49 PM
I liked this post so much I ordered your book from amazon.ca. I am in
awe.
Reply

•

laura October 13,2012 at 11:24 PM
If you are going to post false hoods, you should be aware that people
reading this also have access to other photos showing the two women,
Anne Dunham and the other one in your article posing together. Nice try,
not really.
Reply

•
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buldeagle October 18,2012 at 3:48 PM
I wrote Joel Gilbert today and he wrote back explaining debunkers such
as this one have it all wrong as far as the dates of magazines and Obama's
mother appearing in them. He says he has the originals of those
magazines. Equally important, he claims that the covers shown in the
movie are not the covers of the issues Anne appeared in. The covers were
chosen for their interesting poses or if someone dressed or looked like
Anne but they were not those issues where she bared all.
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New Anti-Obama Film Claims His Mother Posed for
Nude Photos

OMly/mvu

In 'Dreams From Aly Real Father,"right-wing filmmaker JoelGilbert offers aimnspiratqr theory
An and-Obama film, claiming tliat the president's mother posedfor nude photos, isbeing sent to more
d]suiisdeundnxsiM!dkUia-Jja.>x:(hii>iii:liiili:i«;<>li:iiKleliiiui-U).l!iinUreports.
_

.dKSUIJllBbZraliSM:!]

Bex Ortlce 1

Ill Dreams From My Heal Father, made by right-wing filmmaker
J oet Gilbert that wos funded privately, photos of o naked woman
wearing leather gloves, boots and o corset in e suggestive pose arc
featured. The film claims the woman in question is Obama's
mother Ann Dunham. Other claims made in the film are that Obama's father is left-wing
poet and Communist ocdvist Frank Marshall Davis, that
Dunham's marriage wasa cover-up and that Obama's grandfather
was a CIA agent.
PHOTOS; ao Bigee.stPciliticul Plovers in Hnllvwiiod'
(htUb76!aE!&l>ijir3!!«toieasnoia<ysqll£o7l!aUiUal-alcrc^
cl2anja::3us£a
A DVD of Dreams has already been mailed to more than i million
voters in the hnttleground stateof Ohio, with between 80,000 to
100,000 sent to Nevada ond New Hampshire voters. There are
plans, Gilbert told the Dally Beast, to send a to 3 million more
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copies of.the film.

'It's shout the lowest thingyou can do to occuse, with no evidence,
the opposition candidate's mother of being a porn star,*
Democratic consultant Steve Murphy told Itir
Oilua//gui»iilMiui9jl.cu!h/an£afaiJj(ks»iiaH/J!iliuslajala

"There are two motives behind this- racism and money. It's a
cynical attempt to makesome ednand esploit the views of the
fringes of mainstream views."
The film's director told the DailyMail Oat the Him came from two
years of research and he claims that he identified Dunham iii the
fiolaxl photos by usiitg her high school images, saying that "hu
teeth matched, her nose matched, everything matched"and that
the correlation was"obviou.'!.' He did not use an expert, however,
to support his flnding.

lh.m>://.wi!absUtvji!iPjn<9dt<'£a9/ii!h'y/t.<ii£^
.lSfe37J

Gilbert claimed that he had "convincing evidence" that Duniiam
and Davis had a relationship, induding"30 photosof her in
vnrious compromisingslates of nudity."
It has been speculated that theTea Party may be behind Dreams.

2 an Nlondav « )

2 of?

Another snti-Obama documentary, aoid.-Obama'sAinsrfca, has
been making the rounds. A surprise at the box office (it's the
second highe5t-gro5.sing political documentary behind Fahrenheit
9/1J), the Him by Dinc.sh D'Souza based on his book was
criticised by Obama'scampaign. In a Sept. 5 entry onObama's
website, the president'scamp claimed the documentoiy had
several inaccuracies.
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Screenings

https://web.archive.Org/wcb/201301.14235531/http://www.obamasreairalh.,

Monday, January 14 2013

Screenings
SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS
Dreams from My Real Father
Wednesday October 24, 2012
6PM&8PM

Des Peres 14 Cine
12701 Manchester Road, Des Peres, Missouri 63131
Free Admission
To obtain tickets contact: Joanlangenberg@sbcglobal.net
Sponsored by MissouriEagle Forunr. KevinJackson, and Jamie Allman
Q S A wilh Oireclot'Joel Gilbeil lo loliow screenings

Please contact tis to request permission for screenings

iRECENT SCREENINGS

"

—

Bradbury Community Center, Kingston, TN
Saturday, September 29.2012
The Eagle Forum Councili St. Louis, Missouri
Monday. Scplombor 24,2012
Bellmore Theater,Bellmore, NY
Wednesday, September 19,2012
Trpublomaker FEST, RepublicanNational Contoreneo,Tampa, FL
Monday, August 27,2012
Tuesday, Augusi 28,2012
Wednesday, Augusi 29,2012
Thursday, Augusi 30,2012

Home |FImlnfojPjess;|FiankMart^!ipavfs:|pireclarQ&Aj^reenlnss iBuy.OVb JCoinact,
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This is WND printer-friendly version of the article which follows.
To view this item online, visit http://www.wnd.coin/2012/I0/netflix-making-dreams-a-nightmare-for-obama/

WND EXCLUSIVE

NETFLIX MAKING 'DREAMS' A NIGHTMARE FOR OBAMA
Documentary investigating life story now available to 27 million homes
Published; 10/11/2012 at 7:05 PM

Joel Gilbert, director and writer of "Dreain.s from My Real Father," says the documentaiy now is available on
the Netflix streaming service, giving another 27 million households across America access.
"Netflix is now Obama's worst nightmare, because millions of Americans will instantly learn about Barack
Obama's real family history and his hidden political agenda," said Gilbert.
The film presents evidence Communist Party activist and pomographer Frank Marshall Davis was Obama's
biologica as well as ideological father.
Gilbert said he gets hundreds' of emails per day from viewers who are shocked to learn that so much about the
president's background and political foundation is hidden by establishment media.
"Folks are outraged once they see my film. I hear it again and again, 'Good people don't like it when they've been
lied to,'" he said.
The more than 27 million households that subscribe to the Netflix streaming service can access the film as part of a
monthly subscription.
According to a recent Consumer Reports study cited by ABC News, Netflix's popularity has surpassed all
broadcast and cable networks, as households that have Netflix spent more time on that service than any particular
network.
Gilbert said "Djeam.s from My Real Father" is also a big hit on Amazon Instant video, and the DVD is selling well,
being the No. 1 documentary on Amazon for the past two months.
Gilbert said Obama falsely "sold himself to America as the multicultural ideal, a man who stood above politics."
"As a result, tfiany Americans perceived Obama as a nice man' with an inspiring family stoiy," he said. "In fact.
President Obama intentionally hid a deeply .disturbing family background in order to obscure his Marxist political
fpundaiion, While voters will overlook some fudging by politicinhs,.promoting a false family background to hide
iui agenda irreconcilable with American values is an unacCeplable manipulation of the electorate."
Obama, Gilbert says, is a "Red Diaper Baby," like adviser David Axelrod, as both had parents who were
Communist Party USA members.
"This is a known phenomenon in the radical left," Gilbert said, as many of the leaders of the SDS and Weather
Underground Marxist terrorist groups were children of Communist Party USA members, including Katherine
Boudin and Jeff Jones.
Gilbert says that Obama's new campaign theme, "helping middle class families," is merely a ruse.
"To Obama, the middle class are merely pawns. Socialist economies don't have a middle class! They have just one
big lower class with a handful of political elites controlling the wealth," he said.
Gilbert said Obama's plans for his next term are to "give away middle class health care to the poor and illegals, and
to tax and regiilate their employers out of business."
"Then, middle America's retirement, will evaporate into a bankrupt socialist state, and the middle class will
disappear," he said. "America will be irreversibly socialist without ever realizing how it happened."
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No Netflix? Get "Dreams from My Real Father" at the WND Superstore
See the "Dreams from My Real Father" trailer:
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"Dreams from My Real Father" peddles ridiculous conspiracy tlieories...

http://l.barackobania.com/truth-team/entr>'/dreams-frotn-my-real-father...

DONATE
Log in

Create account

Know the facts. Get th^ i truth.
Whenyou'refoced with someone who misrepi ser. 'n :T th, nu- u. ind all the facts you need ri^t here—along
with ways to share the message with whoever neerlr to linar it.

'Dreams from My Real Father" peddles
ridiculous conspiracy theories about
President Obama
ictober 23,2012
hare This:
Rocommond {Tel
TVveet • 26)

hare via Email
lecently, homes in America have been mailed DVDs of "Dreams From My Real Father," a
documentary" that makes offensive and downright ridiculous claims about President Obama
nd his family. The man behind the film, right-wing activist Joel Gilbert, has along history of
rumpeting bizarre conspiracy theories and producing films that are packaged as
ocumentaries but peddle outright falsehoods. With the help of anonymous backers who are
nder no obligation to disclose their identities, Gilbert has made every effort to smear
•resident Obama with his own myths and re-writingof history. Americans should not be fooled.
'or those unfamiliar with his past works, Gilbert's previous films include include "Elvis Found
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l^ith that sort of resume, it may not be surprising that Gilbert has produced a movie asserting
•resident Obama is a part of a secret Communist plot to infiltrate the United States, overthrow
lie government, and destroy capitalism. At the beginning of "Dreams from My Real Father,"
filbert describes his allegations as "re-creations of probable events, using reasoned logic,
peculation, and approximated conversations." In other words: lies. The claims in this movie
re no truer than the latest Elvis sighting.
Vhile President Obama's grandfather served in Patton's army, he was never the undercover CIA
gent Gilbert portrays in the film. His father, Barack Obama Sr.—already the subject of a
isgraccful attack film earlier this year—did not participate in a cover-up to conceal the
»
•resident's real father.
lost insulting of all, Gilbert makes disgusting and false claims about graphic photos he says.
epict the President's mother; they do not. In fact, the photos were published before she ever
loved to Hawaii when she would have been only 15 years old.
oel Gilbert has a long history of trumpeting shameful, embarrassing conspiracy theories.
"unded by anonymous donors and promoted by several Tea Party groups, Gilbert and "Dreams
:om My Real Father" are nothing more than the latest attempt to falsely smear President
)bama by advancing contrived attacks completely detached from reality. After four years of
ailing President Obama every name in the book, right-wing conspiracy theorists like Gilbert
ave hit rock bottom, reduced to throwing everything they can at the wall to see what lies will
tick.
Home
Attack Watch
Romney's Distortions
Obama's Promises Kept
Videos
Infographics
Report anAttack
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EXHIBIT 11

National Press Club, Washington DC
July 19,2012
Speech by

Joel Gilbert
Highway 61 Entertainment

Director of

DreamsJrom My Real Father
ObamasRealFather.com
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Opening Comments
Why does it ihatter who Barak
Obama's father really is ?
It matters because BarackObama
sold himself to America as the
multi-cultural ideal, a man who
stood above politics. His father
was a goat herderfrom Keitya, so
he would bring people together,
so the story went As a result, the
public perceived Barack Obama
as a nice man with an inspiring
family story.
However, as shown in Dreams
from My Real Father^ Barack
Obama in fact has a deeply
disturbing family background,
which he intentionally hid,
in order to obscure a Marxist
pohtical foundation. While voters will overlook some fudging by pohticians, promoting a false family
background to hide a Marxist agenda irreconcilable with American values is a totally unacceptable
manipulation of the electorate.
At age 1.8, Barack Obama admittedly arrived at Occidental College a committed revolutionary
Marxist. Based on Obama's own accounts, there can be no doubt that Frank Marshall Davis, a
Communist Party USA Propagandist, and former Soviet Agent, indoctrinated Obama with a Marxist
world view during his formative years. This is a known phenomenon amongst the radical left,
referred to as"Red Diaper Babies" or "hand-me-down Marxism." Much of the leadership of the SDS
and. Weather Underground were children of Communist Party USA members, including Katherine
Boudin, Jeff Jones, and many more. David Axelrod is also a "Red Diaper Baby", his mother was a
Red journalist.

National Press Club • Washington DC * July 19, 2012

The Journalist's Creed
Obama's election was not a sudden political phenomenon. It
was the culmination of an American socialist movement that
Frank Marshall Davis nurtured in Chicago and Hawaii, and
has heen quiedy infiltradng the US economy, universities,
and media for deqades.

Xm JOURNALIST'S CRE^D
iiLi m miv

... .y.
"

As I speak today, here at the Nadonal Press Cluh in
Washington DC,, what strikes me as .most disturhing is that
any one of the huildi'eds of American jouraalists in^ this
buildings could win the Pulitzer Prize, just by writing aboutthe evidence presented in Dreams from My Real Father.
So today, here at the Nadonal Press Club, a great American
Insdtution, I would like to recall the Journalist's Creed. The
Journalist's Creed is a code of ethics for the profession of
Journalism. It is posted on the wall in dte lobby of this
building in bronze. It was written by Walter Williams in
1906, when he founded the Missouri School of Journalism.
The Journalist's Creed stipulates;
1) That journalists must be public trustees with the
full measure of responsibUity to the public
2) That accuracy and fairness are fundamental to
good journalism
3) That a single standard of truth must prevail for all
4) That suppression of the news is indefensible
5) And that journalism must be independent,
unbiased by personal opinion, and always
unafraid.
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I Accuse
I accuse all major American Television
networks and most Cable News networks of
gross violations of the Journalists Creed.
I accuse ABC, NBC, and CBS network news
Divisions of violating the public trust by
refusing to cover my documentary film, and
for ignoring all the revelations about Obama's
background that other researchers have
produced.
I accuse MSNBC of an intentional and often
vile campaign of lies and misrepresentations
to protect Barack Obama's false narrative.
I accuse Newmax.com of censorship and
suppression of the news. On May 2 of this
year, I paid Newsmax $ 4,350, in advance, for
an advertising campaign. They pulled it at the
last second. "Why?"Th^ said it was because
they wanted "to move to the Center".
I accuse all leftist website-based news
organizadons of intentional bias - like
Talkuigpointsmemo.com. On April 26th, they
requested a review copy of Dreamsfrom My
Reed Father, which we provided, but instead
thqr illegally copied parts of the film and put them You Ibbe, and wrote that now people don't need
to buy the ^m.
I also accuse all the main stream print media, like the Washington Post, the New York Times,
Newsweek, Time Magazine, all their ilk, of intentionaUy suppressing the truth about Barack Obama's
history and agenda and refusal to cover my findings.
The public looks to all of the news organizations in this building, the National Press Club, for truth.
However, an astounding number, almost all of them, have all failed to live up to the Journalist's
Creed, and thus failed their responsibility to the public. Only a very few news organizations, like
WorldNet Daily, Drudge Report, USA Survival and a handful of independent journalists like Jack
CashiU, have done their jobs as journalists - with courage and honesty.

Report the Truth Now
My message to the journalists, then, here at
ttie National Press Club is:
Don't suppress the truth, it is vitally
important
America needs a truthful press, unafraid.
America is worth it!
Take any risk to expose the truth, about
a candidate or even a sitting President.
And what is the truth?
-

All evidence points to Barack Obama
building his political career upon a fairy tale. There was no Obama family, he is
not tlie son of a Kenyan goat herder.

-

All evidenee points to a sham marriage to cover an illicit affair between Ann
Dunham and Frank Marshall Davis.

-

All evidence indicates tliat Barack Obama was raised and indoctrinated by Frank
Marshall Davis, a Communist Party USA Propagandist, during his formative years.

-

All evidence indicates Barack Obama has pursued the Dreams from his Real Father.

And what are those dreams?
They are the forced imposition of a classic Stalinist Marxist agenda upon America at
home and abroad.
And what is the history of Marxism?
Ladies and Gentlemen, the results are already in!
Marxism leads to economic ruin, and the biological destruction of the populations in
societies that have employed the Marxist model.
American Journalists have a key role to pljy in revealing the truth, and they must do so immediately
without further delay. Obama's style is to minimize, misdirect, and outright lie about damaging
information about his past. America needs honest journalism now more than ever, so the public can
the public understand what Obama means by "change" and "fundamentally transforming America."
I call upon all news organizations and journalists in this building, the National Press Club, to live
up to the Journalists creed. Nothing is more important at this late hour - not playing it safe, not
worrying about advertising contracts for medications, nothing. The future of America is at stake.

National Press Club • Washington DC • J ii 1 v 19, 2012

Obama and
the Subprime
Mortgage Crisis
Not only does the media
refuse to look at Obama's
personal and political
foundations, they refuse to
even look at simple facts of
the current campaign. For
example, when speaking of
the economy, Obama says:
"My opponent wants
to go back to the
policies which got us into this mess." and
"The Free Market doesn't work"
A journalist only has to recite simple facts:
1 Tlie major cause of the economic meltdown was the subprime mortgage debacle,
and Obama was in on it, on the ground floor.
2 Obama was asked about his role with Acorn during the 2008 campaign. He was
not truthful when he said his law Ann only represented Acorn to sue the State
of Illinois to implement the Motor-Voter Act - and recall that nine of the 9/11
hijackers used this to registered to vote, allowing them to get US Identification.
3 In 1995 Obama also represented Acorn in suing Citibank, forcing them to lower
their lending standards to lend to minorities even if tliey were unqualified
borrowers. Acorn immediately took this model to HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros,
who convinced President Clinton to require Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to force
all banks across the system to lower their lending standards. This Acorn model,
that Obama helped create, crashed the econoniy 12 years later, no the free markets.
This was all by design. It was part of the socialist strategy taught at the socialist conferences
Obama attended in the early 1980's, to use minorities and the poor to "collapse Capitalism".
"Problem solving" and "fair play" were the new code words that socialists learned. The strategy
was to move the Democratic party to the far left, and embrace socialism as their natural ideology.
Obama now uses terms like "helping middle class families". Simply speaking, socialist economies
do not have a middle class! They have just one big lower class with a handful of political elites
controlling the wealth.
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Going Direct to the
American People
I have received hundreds of emails from
concerned Americans, the following is from
a Vietnam Veteran:
Dear Mr. Gilbert,
I was very mad after I. watched your
DVD. You have cracked the code
surrounding Obama and the Marxist
mission he is on.
We arc the verge of losing the
constitution. Freedom and liberty are
in jeopardy. As a Vietnam war veteran,
I ask, what did I Bght for?
Please, can you get this information out to millions? We Americans need it. It is our
only hope!
Bern Nilson
Denver, Colorado
Because of great Americans like Bern, and because almost all levels of the media are suppressing the
information in Dreamsfrom My Real Father, I am announcing today that my distribution company
is planning to send a free copy of the DVD in the US mail direct to millions of households. The
process has already begun. Within three weeks, hundreds of thousands DVDs will be mailed across
the United States until every American sees this DVD and understands the deadly Marxist dreams
Obama has for us, from his real father, Frank Marshall Davis.
Again, for any journalist in this building, here at the National Press Club, a Pulitzer Prize can be
yours, just report the facts.
Please visit the film website, there is the breaking news every week, and you can also order the DVD
at obaraas.reaJfather.com
Thank you, and Cod Bless America.
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MEDIA BYPASS: 'DREAMS' MAILED TO 1 MILLION

Crucial swing state targeted with 'true story' of Obama's radical origins
Published: 09/18/2012 at 9:20 PM
JEROME R. CORSI Email | Archive
Jerome R. Corsi, a Harvard Ph.D., is a WND senior staff reporter. He has authored many bi
N.Y. Times best-sellers "The Obama Nation" and "Unfit for Command." Corsi's latest book
Kennedy?"

One million copies of the documentary film that presents evidence Barack Obama's real father was
Communist Parly activist Frank Marshall Davis have been mailed to households in the crucial presidentialelection swing state Ohio.
Filmmaker Joel Gilbert told WND his mass distribuUon of his documentary "Dreams from My Real Father"
is an attempt to bypass an establishment media blackout.

9

Jod Gilberts "Dreams from My Real rather" is available at WNO s Superstore
Despite the fact that the DVD of his film has been the No. 1 documentary on Amazon.com for weeks,
Gilbert said, the establishment media "is still refusing to cover the film, so it remains hard to break through
nationally."
With a population of more than 11 million, Ohio has an estimated 4.5 million households.
Gilbert also has sent another 100,000 copies to New Hampshire, and he has plans to send 1 million to six
more swing states.
His effort through his company, Highway 61 Entertainment, is governed by the 2010 Citizens United
Supreme Court decision, which barred government from restricting independent political expenditures by
corporations and unions.
In his film, he argues that Davis, the radical poet and journalist who was a card-carrying member of the
Communist Party USA, was not only Obama's ideological father but his biological father, not the Kenyai
Barack Hussein Obama, who came from Africa in 1959 to attend the University of Hawaii.
"Barack Obama built his political career on personal appeal - the son of a Kenyan goat herder who stood
above politics," Gilbert explained.
"However, 'Dreams from My Real Father' demonstrates that Obama has a deeply disturbing family
background, which he intentionally obscured, to hide a Marxist political foundation. 'Dreams from My
Real Father' is the story Barack Obama should have told, revealing his true agenda for 'fundamentally
transforming America.'"
Doing the job for media won't do
Gilbert said another reason the establishment media is reluctant to cover his findings is because it would
expose the poor job they have done investigating Obama's background.
"I have been to Hawaii twice researching Obama's inspiring family story of a Kenyan goat herder father,"
1 of3
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he said. 'That is twice as many times as all of the mainstream media combined.
"Who could have imagined that news organizations with hundreds of reporters and multimillion-dollar
budgets wouldn't investigate a presidential candidate's background in 2008 and would ignore doing so
again in 2012?" he asked.
Gilbert told WND he believes the publicity resulting from the mailing of 1 million DVDs to Ohio will help
"Dreams from My Real Father" remain relevant for years, whether or not Obama is reelected.
'The president of the United States promoted a false family background to. hide a Marxist political
foundation he received from his real father, a Communist Party USA propagandist," he said.
"1 think this should be a major news story of
DVD oopias of •Draams from My Raal Fatha.
company versus a corrupt and lazy mainstream
media. The mainstream media would not do their jobs, so 1 did it for them."
Not a sudden' phenomenon
Beginning this week, Gilbert began shipping the 1.1 million DVDs of "Dreams from My Real Father"
directly to households throughout the states of Ohio and New Hampshire.
Gilbert understands that getting the American public to understand that the official Obama nativity story is
a fabrication will not be an easy ta.sk.
"Obama's election was not a sudden political phenomenon," he explained. "It was the culmination of an
American socialist movement that.Frank Marshall Davis nurtured in Chicago and Hawaii and has been
quietly infiltrating the U.S. economy, universities and media for decades."
Gilbert told WND that plans are in tlie works to send millions more DVDs of "Dreams from My Real
Father" across the nation.
"Immediate plans are in place to extend the free DVD mailer publicity program state by state, million by
million, until the mainstream media covers it," Gilbert stressed.
He said he plans next to mail a million DVDs
to Florida, Virginia, Michigan, Wisconsin,
/y
o ir-.i. i
Indiana and Illinois.
Worker prepares to mail out 'Dreams from My Real Father'
"We can manufacture and ship 1 million DVDs per day out of Southern California," he explained.
"In the meantime, the I million DVD mailing to Ohio households, and 100,000 to New Hampshire, should
force the mainstream media to pay attention. This will help expand the market for the film into television,
video on demand and even internationally."
Our only hope
As Gilbert explained in a video the effort to duplicate, package and prepare for mailing the first batch of 1
million DVDs.
'The media simply can't ignore 1 million free DVDs to Ohio; it is very newsworthy," Gilbert said. "I
encourage everyone who gets a DVD in the mail to watch it, share it with friends and contact the news
mediate discuss the information in the film."
His decision to mail 1 million DVD's was announced July 19 at the National Press Club in Washington,
D.C.
'The video of my speech went viral on You Tube," he said. "Shortly thereafter, we sent out around 200,000
free DVDs to Ohio and another 50,000 to Nevada."
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Gilbert told WND he hopes the 1 million DVD mailing to Ohio will stimulate "Dreams from My Real
Father" sales, a television deal and. possibly even a theatrical release in movie theaters around ^e nation.
He said. he. got the idea to mail out the DVDS vvhen. he received; an email from a Vietnam veteran,: .Berri
Nilson, in Denver that underscored the importance of the November election and the crucial role his film
could play.
Nilson wrote: "We are on the verge of losing the Constitution. Freedom and liberty are in jeopardy. As a
Vietnam war veteran, I ask, what did I .fight for? Please, can you. get this information out to millions? It is
our only hope!"
See Joel Gitbert.at the National Press Club:
Gilbert has added a "Breaking News" page to his website detailing the mailing.of 1 million DVDs to Ohio
and lOOjOOO to New Hampshire.
©Copyright 1997-2013. All Rights Reserved. WND.com.
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SWING-STATE STUNNER: 'DREAMS' MAILED TO 2.7 MILLION

Election battlegrounds will soon see 'true story' of Obama's radical origins
Published: 10/07/2012 at 7:59 I'M

hy JEROME R. CORSI Email j Archive
Jerome R. Corsi, a Harvard Ph.D., is a WND senior staff reporter. He has authored many bi
N.Y. Times best-sellers "The Obama Nation" and "Unfit for Command." Corsi's latest book
Kennedy?"

Filmmaker Joel Gilbert has mailed 2.7 million copies of his full-length documentary "Dreams from My
Real Father" to households in key swing states, with I.S million going to Florida, 700,000 to Colorado and
500,000 to Iowa.
The mass distribution follows a mailing last month in which Gilbert sent 1.38 million DVDs of'"Dreams
from My Real Falher"' to households in swing state Ohio along with 100,000 to New Hampshire and 80,000
to Nevada.
Joel Gilbert X "Dreams from My Real Father " is available at WND's Superstore
Gilbert told WND the direct mail program aims to bypass the establishment media blackout on his film.
"It's shocking tliat in the land of the First Amendment, in the 'information age' no less, a state of
censorship exists on so many levels in the American media today," Gilbert said.
Gilbert said that as long as the major media "refuse to cover my film, we are going to continue this
publicity campaign by shipping DVDs state-by-state, million-by-million, until the media covers the findings
in 'Dreams from My Real Father.'"
Gilbert argues in the documenlary that Frank Marshall Davis, the radical poet and journalist who was a
card-carrying member of the Communist Party USA, was the real, biological and ideological fatlter of
Barack Obama, not Barack Obama, the Kenyan, who came from Africa in 1959 to attend the University of
Hawaii in Honolulu.
"Barack Obama built his political career on personal appeal - the son of a Kenyan goat herder who stood
above politics," he explained.
"However, 'Dreams from My Real Father' demonstrates that. Obama has a deeply disturbing family
background, which he intentionally obscured, to hide a Marxist political foundation. Dreams from My Real
father is the story Barack Obama should have told, revealing his true agenda for 'fundamentally
transforming America.'"
The logic behind the direct mail campaign
Gilbert stressed to WND that his DVD has been at the top of the charts since first released, including the
No. 1 spot on Amazon.com's documentary list for weeks.
Establishment media also are reluctant to cover his findings, he said, because it would expose them for not
having done their job of investigating Obama's background
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"Barack Obama must now come clean,"
Gilbert insisted. "Instead of misrepresenting
n i c .u .
himself as he did in 2008, Obama should sly, DVD copies of 'Dreams from My Real Father'
'My father was a Communist Party
propagandist and suspected Soviet agent who indoctrinated me into Marxist ideology in my formative
years. Please vote for me so 1 can destroy the American middle class and create a one-party political
system.'"
Gilbert emphasized the extensive research backing the claims made in his film.
"I have been to Hawaii twice researching Obama's inspiring family story of a Kenyan goat herder father.
That is twice as many times as all of the mainstream media combined! Who could have imagined that news
organizations with hundreds of reporters, and multi-million dollar budgets, wouldn't investigate a
presidential candidate's background in 2008 and would ignore doing so again in 2012?"
His research extended to examine Chicago and the roots of the Frank Marshall Davis ideology.
"Davis joined the Cbmmuhist party in diicagOj only 1.5 years after the Bolshevik Revolution," Gilbert said.
"You can hear the classic Maj'xism in Obama's campaign, die 'top 1 percent oppressing the 99 percent,' and
'you didn't build your business, it was done.on the backs of the proletariat,' and so on. Marxism is a failed
ideolo^ that has no basis in fact in the American reality where the middle class has prospered and the
issue or poverty is taken seriously."
Gilbert told WND he believes the publicity resulting from the mailing of 2.7 million DVDs to Florida,
Colorado and Iowa, following his September mailing of 1.38 million to Ohio, New Hampshire and Nevada
will help '"Dreams from My Real Father" remain relevant for years, whether or not Obama is reelected.
'The president of the United States promoted a false family background to hide a Marxist political
foundation he received from his real father, a Communist Party USA propagandist," he said. "I think this
should be a major news story of the young century, an example of investigative journalism by a grassroots
film production company versus a corrupt and lazy mainstream media. The mainstream media would not
do their jobs, so 1 did it for them."
Plan: Mail millions of DVDs
Gilbert said getting the American public to understand the official Obama nativity story is a fabrication will
not be an easy task.
"Obama's election was not a sudden political phenomenon," he explained. 'Tt was the culmination of an
American socialist movement that Frank Marshall Davis nurtured in Chicago and Hawaii, and has been
quietly infiltrating the U.S. economy, universities and media for decades."
Gilbert told WND plans are in the works to send millions more DVDs of "Dreams from My Real Father"
across the nation.
He said he wants to distribute the film "state
by state, million by million, until the
mainstream media covers it."
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Worker prepares to mail out 'Dreams from My Real Father'

Gilbert said he was planning next on a million DVDs being mailed to Pennsylvania, Virginia, Michigan,
Wisconsin and Illinois.
"We can manufacture and ship I million DVDs per day out of Southern California," he explained. "In the
meantime, the 2.7 million DVD mailing to Florida, Colorado and Iowa households, and following up on
the 1.38 million mailing to Ohio, New Hampshire and Nevada should force the mainstream media to pay
attention. This will help expand the market for the film into television, video on demand and even
internationally."
"Dreams from My Real Father" mass produced
Gilbert described the mass production .effort in a video.
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"The media simply can't ignore these million DVD ttiailings forever,'' Gilbert said. "I encourage everyone
who gets a DVD in the mail to watch it, share it with friends and contact the news media to discuss the
information in the film."
Gilbert told WND he hopes his million DVD mailings will stimulate "Dreams of My Real Father" sales, a.
television deal and possibly even a nationwide theatrical release.
' "I got the idea for the free. DVD mailer publicity prog-am when I received ah email from a Bern Nilson in
Denver, Colo.," Gilbert explained. "He wrote, 'We are ort the vgge of losing the Constitution. Freedom and
liberty are in jeopardy. As a Vietnam War veteran, I ask, what did I fight for? Please, can you get this
information out to millions'? It is our only hope!'"
In a now viral video, Gilbert announced the decision to mail millions of DVDs on July 19 .at the National
Press Club in Washington, D.C.
Gilbert has created a "Breaking News" page on the "Dreams from My Real Father" website about his plan
to mail 3 million DVDs to households in Pennsylvania, Virginia, Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan.,
Joel Gilbert's DVD. "Dreams Jrom My Real .Father" is available in the WND Superstore.
©Copyright 1997-2013. All Rights Reserved. WND.com.
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Breaking News

http://www.obamasrealfather.eom/breaking_news006/

Frioay, January 24 2014

Breaking News 6
1.5 Million DVDs to Florida
700 K to Colorado, 500 K to Iowa
1.2 Million DVDS to Ohio
100 K New Hamp, 100 K Nevada
Next: 3 Million to PA, VA, IL, Wl, Mi
"Because almost all levels of the mainstream media are
suppressing the information in Drcoms/romMy Real
Father, my distribution company is mailing millions of
free copies ofthe DVD across the UnitedStates."
- Director Joel Gilbert, Washington D.C.

"We are on the verge of losing the
constitution. Freedom and liberty are in
Jeopardy. As a Vietnam war veteran, I ask,
what did I fight for? Please, can you get this
information out to millions? It is our only
hope!"
• Bern Nilson, Denver
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Dreams From My Real Father: Will the Latest Obama Conspiracy Help...

WEIGEL

REPORTING ON POLITICS AND POLICY.

http;//www.slate.com/blogs/weigel/2012/10/01/dreams_^from_my_real...

OCT. 12012 9:24 AM

Will the Latest Obama
Conspiracy Heip Him Win
Ohio?
^

By David Welgel
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I'd tried so hard to Ignore the latest of the Obama conspiracy theories. As Michelle Goldberg
writes, It's "tempting to Ignore Dreams From My RealFatherttec^use It's so preposterous."
The documentary, by Joel Gilbert, claims that Barack Obama was sired by Frank Marshall
Davis -- a bowlderlzatlon of Obama's actual relationship with Davis, a Communist poet whom
his grandparents sought out as a mentor for the young future president.

la

Like the best Obama conspiracy theories, the pretense Is that the president is hiding
something In plain sight. In Dreams From My Father, Obama makes many references to
"Frank." The "old poet" tries to convince his mentee that white America will find a pathetic
little role for him If he tries to compromise with It. "They'll train you so good," says Davis,
"you'll start believing what they tell you about equal opporunlty and the American way and all
that shit."
In our reality, Davis was a radical voice who influenced the young Obama. The
Advertisement
president's admitted that. In the "Real Father" universe, Davis's hammerand-slckled DNA turned Barack Obama Into a Communist agent, and hey, maybe one of the
women In Davis's nude photos was the future president's mom! Never mind that 1) she
wasn't, and 2) when Obama Jr was born, Davis was 56 years old, 29 years older than Barack
Obama Sr. In the "Real Father" universe, obviously, this guy must have shacked up with
18-year-old Ann Dunham, because if you put a picture of Obama next to one of Davis It looks
like a lame version of an old 5pymagazlne "Separated at Birth" sidebar.
Like I said: The kind of thing you should be able to safely Ignore. Except that a mystery donor
Is helping Gilbert ship DVDs to swing states.
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Gilbert claims that more than a million copies of Dreams From My RealFatherhawe been mailed to
vntpr* in Ohin ac wall Kiorvwpen Rfl 000 anH 100 000 to vntarc in KlavaHa and 100 000 tn vntars in Ktaw

Hampshire.

There's even a video of the'DVD being printed en masse, to prove this.

Funny thing: The comment section for the video is starting to attract Ohioans who got the
DVD and tossed it. "Thanks for the free DVD, moron!" says one of them." i'm passing it
around famiiy and friends here in Ohio, and it's iike Mystery Science Theater." Says another:
"i'm in Ohio and just received 3 of these DVDs In today's mail. And they are going directly in
the trash. Weil done."
Could hundreds of thousands of Ohioians get these unsolicited DVDs, watch them, and decide
that new questions about Barack Obama's DNA make them suddenly hate the auto bailout.
Anything's possible! But i'm reminded of another 2004 campaign to convince Ohioans. in
2004, the LI.K.'s Guardian newspaper asked readers to send letters to Clark County, the best
bellwether in the state of Ohio, it was an unmitigated disaster.
As Jack Bianchi, managing editor of local paper the Springfieid News-Sun said of the letters: "At the end
of the day you get two responses."
And the main one, he ventured, was a "direct result of the 'Guardian Effect' - a 3% turnaround in the
vote from the 2000 to 2004 election.
"Republican party county chairman Dan Harklns thinks they lost it for John Kerry," he told the BBC.
Mr Harklns, however, has said the paper did not cause a xenophobic reaction, but did mobilise people by^
reminding them of the election's Importance. The state enjoyed a higher than normal 76% turnout.
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Voters who weren't inclined to agree with the patronizing advice got pissed off and

any little
reminaer or an upcoming election is iiKeiy to arive up turnout, irrespective or wnat it says,
imagine the swing voter who iikes Obama personally, isn't sure about how to go, and gets a
DVD telling him to be scared of the president because his real dad was a Communist. Does
that flip him over to Romney? Or does if have the precise opposite effect?
Slate Is ptjbllshed I^ThaSlate Group, a Graham HoldingsCortipany. Allcontents © 2014 TheSlate Group!LLC. All right's reserved.
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Swing-state stunner: 'Dreams' mailed to 2.7 million

http://www.wnd.com/20l2/IO/swing-staie-stunner-dreatns-mailed-to-2...
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WNO EXCLUSIVE

SWING-STATE STUNNER: 'DREAMS' MAILED TO 2.7 MILLION
Election battlegrounds will soon see 'true story' of Obama's radical origins
Published: 10/07/2012 at 7:59 PM
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Filmmaker Joel Gilbert has mailed 2.7 million copies of his fuli-length
documentary -Prearns Irom My Reaj Father" (http://superstore.y/pd.cprn
/video/Dreams-from-mv-Real-Fathor-DVDt to households in key swing
states, with 1.5 million going to Florida, 700,000 to Colorado and 500,000
to Iowa.
TTie mass distribution follov/s a mailing last month In which Gilbert sent
1,38 tTTllllon DVDs (/?p=2B9297) of 'DreatTts from [Yly f^ea| Father"
(http.7/suDerstore.wnd.eoiTWldeo/Dreams-ffonvtny-Real-Father-DVDTto
households In swing state Ohio along with 100.000 to New Hampshire and SO.OO^SiCMbvada.
Joel Gllberi's 'Dreams from Mv Rea/ Faihai"is available at WNDS Superstore fhtto://supefslore.whd.comMdeo/Dreamsfrom-mv-Real-Father-DVDI
Gilbert told WND the direct mail program aims to bypass the establishment media blackout on his film.
"It's shocking that In the land of the First /Amendment, in the 'Information age' no less, a state of censorship exists on so
many levels In the American media today," Gilbert said.
Gilbert said that as long as the major media "refuse to cover my film, we are going to continue this publiclty campaign by
shipping DVDs stale-by-state, miliion-by-minion. until the media covers the findings in 'Dreams from My Real Father."
Gilbert argues In the documentary that Frank Marshall Davis, the radical poet and Journalist who was a card-carrying
member of the Communist Party USA, was the real, biological and Ideological father of Barack Obama. not Barack
Obama, the Kenyan, who came from Africa In 1959 lo attend the University of Hawaii In Honolulu.
'Barack Obama buiil his political career on personal appeal- the son of a Kenyan goat herder who stood above politics,"
he explained.
'Hov/ever, 'Dreams from My Real Father' demonstrates that Obama has a deeply disturbing family background, which he
intentionally obscured, to hide a Marxist political foundation. Dreams from My Real father is the story Barack Obama
should have told, revealing his true agenda for 'fundsmentaiiy transforming America.'"
The logic behind the direct mail campaign
Gilbert stressed to WNO that his OVO has been at the top of the charts since first released, including the No. 1 spot on
Amazon.com's documentary iist for weeks.
Establishment media also ere reluctant to cover his findings, he said, because It would expose them for not having done
their job of investigating Obama's background
"Barack Obama must now come clean." Gilbert Insisted. "Instead of misrepresenting himself as he did in 2008. Obama
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should say, 'My father was a
Communist Party propagandist
and suspected Soviet agent
who indoctrinated me Into
Marxist ideology In my
formative years. Please vote
lor me so I can destroy the
American middle class and
create a one-party political
system.'"
Gilbert emphasized the
extensive research backing the
claims made In his film.

(/Iilesf2012A)9/dreamscrates.loat
•VO copies or "Oreams riom My t^ Falher'

*i have been to Hawaii twice researching Obama's inspiring farrily story of a Kenyan goat
herder father. That is twice as many times as all of the mainstream media comblnedl Who
could have Imagined that news organizations with hundreds of reporters, and multl-mllllon
dollar budgets, wouldn't investigate a presidential candidate's background In 2008 and would
Ignore doing so again In 20127"
His research extended to examine Chicago and the roots of the Frank Marshall Davis
ideology.
'Davis joined the Communist party In Chicago, only 15 years alter the Bolshevik
Revolution," Gilbert said. "You can hear the classic Marxism In Obama's campaign, the lop
1 percent oppressing the 99 percent,' and 'you didn't build your business. It was done on the
backs of the proletariat,' and so on. Marxism Is a failed Ideology that has no basis In fact In
the American reality where the middle class has prospered and the Issue of poverty Is taken
seriously."

Gilbert told WND he beEeves the publicity resulting from the mailing ol 2.7 milEon DVDs to Florida, Colorado and towa,
following his September mailing of 1.38 mlEion to Ohio. New Hampshire and Nevada will help "Dreams from Mv Real
Father" (htfp://sutierstore.wnd.conVvldeo/Dream5-from-mv-Rea^Father-DVDl remain relevant for years, whether or not
Obama Is reelected.
"The president of the United States promoted a false family background to hide a Manrlst political foundation he received
from his real father, a Communist Party USA propagandist," he said. 'I think this should be a major news story of the young
century, an example of Investigative journalism by a grassroots film production company versus a corrupt and lazy
mainstream media. The malnslream media v/ouM not do their jobs, so I did It for them."
Plan; Mafi millions of DVDs
Gilbert said getting the American pubEc to understand the official Oktama natNity story Is a fabrication wlllnot be an easy
task.
"Obama's election was not a sudden political phenomenon," he explained. "It was the culmination of an American socialist
movement that Frank Marshall Davis nurtured In Chicago and Hawaii, and has been quietly Infiltrating the U.S. economy,
universities and media for decades."
Gilbert told WND plans are In the works to send millions more DVDs of 'Dreams from My Real Father" across the nation.
He said he wants to distribute tire film "state by stale, million by million, until the mainstream media covers It."
Gilbert said he was planning next on a million DVDs being mailed to Pennsylvania, Virginia, Michigan, Wisconsin and
lUinols.
"We can manufacture and ship 1 million DVDs per day out of Southern California," he explained. "In the maantlme, the 2.7
million DVD malHng to Florida, Colorado and Iowa households, and following up on the 1.38 million malDng to Ohio, IMew
Hampshire and Nevada should force the mainstream media to pay attention. This will help expand the market for the film
Into television, video on demand and even Internationally."
"Dreams from My Real Father" mass produced
Gilbert described the mass production effort In a video.
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OBAMA'S BIG LIE REVEALED

in Amazon's If 1 documentary I

Barack Obama's real father is:

Communist Party Propagandist Frank Marshali Davis
New film reveals to America who the President reaiiy is
Obama's real father was Communist Party USA propagandist Frank Marshall Davis, a
suspected Soviet agent. Davis indoctrinated Obama into Marxism from ages 10-18.
Barack Obama's life story, the basis of his political career, is a fairy tale.The "Kenyan goat
herder"father was only a sham marriage to hide an illicit affair.Obama used
him to obscure a Marxist political foundation. America has been had!
?»•
It L)i-C.iins from
• Beginning in 1983, Weatherman Bill Ayers,and his father Tom Ayers, funded
Rr.arF.itlier
Barack Obama's education and nurtured his political career.
J;
• Obama is a "Red Diaper Baby,"following the Saul Alinksy strategy to
'
COLLAPSE Capitalism and DESTROY the American Middle Class:
TAX Health Care + LEGALIZE Illegals + STIMULUS for Cronies + ATTACK Business +
Food Stamp DEPENDENT Society + Welfare WAIVERS = BANKRUPT AMERICA

Dreams from My Real Father on DVD ObdmasRedlFdther.com • Amdzon.com
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'New York Post' Runs Boldest Anti-Obama Ad Yet - Businessweek

http://www.businessweck.com/prinier/articles/70714-new-york-post-run..

Bloomberg Businessweek

Politics & Policy
hUp://www.biisinessweek.coin/ariicles/2012-09-1 l/new-york-post-runs-boldesi-anii-obama-ad-yct

'New York Post' Runs Boldest Anti-Obama Ad
Yet
By Julian Sancton September 11, 2012
Even casual readers of the New York Post will find it hard to miss the full-page ad immediately following the
paper's must-read gossip section, Page Six, that claims President Obama's biological father is not Barack
Hussein Obama Sr., but rather poet and labor activist Frank Marshall Davis. Or as the ad puts it, "Communist
Party Propagandist Frank Marshall Davis." The ad, headlined "Obama's Big Lie Revealed," is a promotion
for a DVD titled Dreamsfrom My Real Father, which is billed as "Ama^on's #1 documentary."

OBAMA'S BIG LIE REVEALED
Baraek Obama's real father is:

InAuannlt I dttmntcffi

Communist Party Propagandist Frank Marshall Davis
New film reveals to America who the President really is'
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Dreams from My Real Father on DVD ObamasRealFathei-com • Ainazon.com

The "Dreams from My Real Father" ad in the

"New York Post"
The ad comes as Obama's presidential campaign is polling ahead of Mitt Romney's following last week's
Democratic National Convention. Though the documentary was released earlier this year, mainstream
publications have lai:gely ignored the film and its claims. The majority of press mentions on the film's she
link to WND.com, which calls itself "America's Independent News Network."
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Tlew York Post' Runs Boldest Anti-Obama Ad. Yet - Businessweek

http;//www.businessweek.coni/printer/articles/70714.-new-york-post-run:..

The top story on WND.com right now strikes a triumphant tone as it explains how—after being rejected by
the New York Times, among other publications—director Joel Gilbert personally showed up at the New York
Post's offices and convinced the right-leaning paper to run the ad. The story is titled "New York Post Ad
Exposes Obama's Real Father." So apparently ads are news sources now. Then again, this comes from a site
that considers Rush Limbaugh's every pronouncement newsworthy, and gives bylines to Jerome Corsi, an
outspoken birther who led the charge in the Swift Boat smearing of John Kerry in 2004.
The ad's one irrefutable claim is that.the DVD is topping Amazon's documentary sales. With few exceptions,
reviewers are giving it five stars and gushing reviews. They give less credence to some of Gilbert's other
films, including Elvis Found Alive and Paul McCartney Really Is Dead.
Frank Marshall Davis moved to Honolulu in 1.948 and became friends with Obama's maternal grandfather,
Stanley Dunham. In his bestselling 1995 memoir, Obama identifies him only as "Frank;" Understandably, the
Obama campaign will not dignify the ad with a response.
It's difficult to square Gilbert's claim that Obama is Davis's Hawaii-born love child with the equally
preposterous but resilient theories from the uninformed right that Obama.is a secret Muslim bom in Kenya.
The only "evidence" the ad provides is a pair of side-by-side photos of Obama and Davis, who bear no
resemblance to each other aside from the fact that both men are black and, in the photos, are facing the same
direction.
Rubinstein Communications, which handles the Post's media relations, declined to comment.
Sancton is editor of Bloomberg BusinessweeKs Etc. section.
©2014 Bloomberg L.R All Rights Reserved, Made in NYC
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Breaking News i
Obama Photo Forgery
"All suspected alterations to the photo seem
to point to the cutting, pasting, and
airbrushing ofBarack Obama's mother,
Ann Dunham, into thephoto to cover up
someone of African-American origin."

i3

An Expert Photoshop Analyst reports that the photo below,
ofTicinlly released by Banick Obama on his pcisonal Pncchook
piiuu,» a forRcry. The Black male hand under Obama's right
armpit docs not matcli Otiithain's right arm and there are many
other Photo Anomalies. Is this photo part of a pattern of
document forgery by President Obama to hide his biological and
ideological relationship to Communist Frank Marshall Davis?

8

Photo Anomalies
1. The Black hand under Obama's right armpit doesn't mutch Ann
Dunham's right arm. The siae and color is wrong for a white female,
and the hand is positioned closer to camera than Ann's arm. The liand
appears to be a remnant from a Black male before it wasair brushed.
'i. The chair on the far left next to Ann Duitham is brown, and smaller
than the chairs on the right which are white. The horizontal support bar
for the brown chair does not align with the white chairs'support bar.
3. Ann Dunham's hair over both her right and left shouldersshow signs of
airbrtishing.
4. The lighting on Ann Dunham's face is from the far left, and is not
consistent with theothers who are lit from above. This suggests Ann
Dunham's image was placed into this scene from a dlffeittnt photo
5. Above and belowOba ma's right elbow, there is a ghosting effect where
a glow emanates from the arm, suggesting a different underlying image
such as a light-colored shirt behind Obama. Uneven pixilatlon is a sign
of cloning.
6. Ann looks to beabout 25 years old, too young for this 1973 photo.
Ohama's half sister Maya (born Aug 15,1970) looks to be about 3 yeais
old, so Obama is would be la and Ann should look 30 years old.

Dmvnload Report >

More Breaking News i \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 \ s
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Dreams from

My RearFather
A Story of Reds and Deception
Directed
8

''^Joel Gilbert

ObamasRealFather.com
Analysis and Authentication of
Photo of Young Barack Obama and Family
July 13,2012
"There seem to be several suspicious anomalies in this
family photo depicting President Obama as a child along
with his half-sister, mother and grandfather. All suspected
alterations to the photo seem to point to the cutting, pasting,
and airbrushing of Barack Obaiha's mother, Ann Dunham,
into the photo to cover up someone of African-American origin."
Robert Nikolakakis, Montreal, Canada
Professional Graphic Artist/Illustrator
Photo Source: Barack Obama Personal Facebook Page
Copyright 2012
Contact: Jgilbert@highway61et.com
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Barack Obama's Islamic Ring
Ring Inscription Details

There is no God except Allah'

i
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TheShahada
The Shahada is the Muslim profession of faith and the ^
first of the 'Rve Pillars' of islam, the word Shahada in ^
Arabic means'testimony.' The Shahada is the Muslim
creed, and declaration of belief in the oneness ofGod
and acceptance of Muhammad as God's Prophet
7
There is no god butGod,Muhammad is the messenger
ofGod
' La llaha iHallah, MuhammadRasul Allah
Muslims recite the Shahada when they wake upin the
morning, and before they go to sleep at night, it is repeated five times every day in the cail to prayer in
every mosque. A single honest recitation of the Shahadalh in Arabic is ail that is required for a person to
convert to Islam.
„^
"

Arabic Script and Art
Arabic script is a form of art.
it is featured prominently
oni paintings, ornaments,
coins,Jewelry, and walls of
buildings in the Musiim worid.
Th.^ughout history,Muslim
artisans produced handcrafted
items considered the most
ei^ani in the worid that
.included Koranic messages.

Obama's Islamic Ring
The first half of the Shahada
.is the most powerfui part, it is
enough for a Muslim to read
the first haif only, as the second half comes
to mind immediately.There can be no doubt
that someone wrearing the inscription 'There
:is no God except Aliah,'is fully
committed to islam and has a
.very close connection to Islamic
beli afs, the Islamic religion,
and Islamic society to which
this statement is so strongly
attached.'There is no God but
Allah'is a blessed statement in
islam. By wearing this religious
'tfatement on one^ hand. It
ronnects the person to Islam.
It is worn in hopes that Allah's
protections would be with the
person, in hopes of gaining
favor with Allah. As Obama has
worn this ring
constantly since
his youth, there
can be no doubt
that Obama is
aware of what Is
written on his ring,
and that he knows
the exact meaning
of these words.*
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'There is No God,Except Allah'
There is NoGod ExceptAllah'b wrilten In two parts
on this ring,upper and lower sectioni.
Uppier Section:
•
English •
Arabic
Arabic Leners
TherelsNoGod La'Jaha. txm.mmLam,Ha
Lower Section: :
<
English
Arabic . Arabic Le^rs
BkeptAllah
llla.Allah 'Alif.tjam,Ai%Alif.Lam,ixm,Ha

!I
Original

!•
:

All Letters
.1 •

*
!

La ilaha ilia Allah
I
I '

\

aha il la

Lower

Original

• I

Iupper

8
8
8

^

*

Lovrer

Original
'There is No God Except Allah'
There is No.God Except Allah" Is written In two parts
on this ring,upper and lower sections.

Upper Section:
English
; Arabic
TberekNoGod \Lallaha

Arabic Letters
Lant,Mlf,iVlf,lam,Ha ;

%

Lower Section:

Lower

English
t; Arabic
Arabic L^ers
ExceptAllah. illaAllah Alif.Lam.A\lCAIif.Lam.Lam.Ha

Original
:• i

•

:I
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!

•i
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I; ^
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Breaking News 7
Did Obama have a Nose Job to Hide Davis Resemblance ?
Was Obama's "nose job'part of a pattern of deceptton to hide his connection to his reed biological end Ideological Mher,
Communist Party USA propagandist Frank Maiohell Davis?

1990

2006

2010
aidcloEularae

1990
aide ta Enlarge

2002

2008

"It appears Obama had some aesthetic
"In the 3 younger photographs, Obama
CllrkttEnlam
refinement. The upper and middle nasal
appears to have a bulbous nasal tip with
vault are both narrowed. The tip and infra-tip aresofter and the
wide alar bases, not uncommon with males and with sidn of
tip has been rotated up. Alar height appears to have been
color. The more current photos show a thinner nasal tip which
reduced so the lower part of the nase that makes up the nostrils
suggests some finessing of his nose over the years, but it is a
appears softer. These changes are not characteristic of the
very natural-looking effect."
natural aging process, where the tip tends to settle and rotate
Wendy Lewis, The Knife Coach
downward causing the appearance of a longer nose and where
Wendy Leuiis is a cosmetic surgery consultant anil author ofu
consumer health and beauty books, including America's Cosmetic
the tip also often widens noticeabiy."
J David Holcomb, MD
Holcomb fiiclal Plastic Siiiyery, PILC
Sarasota FL

Doctors & Dentists and Plastic Makes Perfect. Wendy has appeared on
CNN, Good Morning America, and MSNBC.
Click here to compare Ohama to Frank Marshall Davis >

More Breaking News i\2\3\4\s\6\7\8

Homo I FUmmro j Press Frank MarshaS Davis | Director O ft A | Buy DVD |ConiacI
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WND » New York Past ad exposes Obama's 'real father' » Print

http;//www.wnd.cotn/2012/09/new-york-post-ad-exposes-obainas-real-fa...

This is WND printer-friendly version of the article which follows.
To view this item online, visit http;//www.wnd.com/2012/09/new-york-post-ad-exposes-obamas-real-father/

WND EXCLUSIVE

NEW YORK POST AD EXPOSES OBAMA'S 'REAL FATHER'
After rejection by USA Today, Washington Post, New York Times
Published: 09/10/2012 at 9:10 PM
by JEROME R. CORSI Email I Archive
Jerome R. Corsi, a Harvard Ph.D., is a WND senior staff reporter. He has authored many books, im
Times best-sellers "The Obama Nation" and "Unfit for Command." Corsi's latest book is "Who Rci
Kennedy?"

4
4

Joel Gilbert's ad in the New York Post

3

The New York Post has acrepted a full-page ad declaring Barack Obama's real biological father is the late
Communist Party activist Frank Marshall"Davks,
Davis, not the Kenyan Barack Hussein Obama.
Filmmaker Joel Gilbert makes the case in his full-length documentary 'Dvetims from My Real Father; A Story of
Reds and Deception."
The ad will run in the Post's New York City, national and international editions Tuesday and Sunday.
Convincing the newspaper to accept the full-page ad required Gilbert to go personally to the Post's main editorial
office in Manhattan.
"It took a lot of discussion," Gilbert told WND, "but we were given a very favorable position at the front of the
newspaper in the news section."
Joe! Gilbert's DVD "Dreatm from My Real Father" is available at WND's Superstore
Gilbert told WND the placement of the ad is "part of our national publicity campaign, designed to circumvent the
mainstream media that is either too afraid or too corrupt to cover the evidence presented in this film."
In an effort to reach the voting public directly, Gilbert is planning to mail out millions of DVDs in bulk acro.ss the
United States.
Advertising anti-Obama DVD a 'tough sale'
In July, Gilbert tried to place a similar version of his full-page advertisement in three of the nation's most
prominent newspapers - USA Today, the Washington Post and the New York Times - offering first to pay USA
Today $90,000.
All three newspapers rejected the advertisement, with the New York Times specifically telling Gilbert, 'The ad
isn't for us."
"You would think the print media could use the money," Gilbert told WND. "But apparently, an ideological bias
toward supporting Barack Obama is more important to the newspapers than the money."
Gilbert's problems getting his DVD advertised have not been limited to establishment newspapers.
Newsmax.com also rejected the "Dreams from My Real Father" banner advertising campaign in early May, even
after Gilbert had reached an agreement and paid for the campaign in advance.
"Newsmax pulled the banner advertising campaign at the highest level of the organization," Gilbert said.
"Newsmax told me the organization was trying to appeal to the political center and the concern was that publicizing
lof2
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Gilbert's DVD might make the news organization appear too conservative.
Newsmax's Tom Mulcrone told WND that Newsmax never accepted Gilbert's banner ad.
"We are a news organization; and we need, to be careful with what we send out," Mulcrone told WND.
The cell phone call to Mulcrone ended abruptly and Mulcrone did not return voice messages WND left requesting
to complete the interview.
A Communist Party mentor
"Barack Obama sold himself to America as the multi-cultural ideal, a man who stood above politics," Gilbert
explained. "His father was a goat-herder from Kenya, so Barack Obama would bring people together, so the story
went.

2

"However, as I show in the documentaiY, the triith is Barack Obama has a deeply disturbing family background,
Lhcluding a.father who was a propagandist for the Communist Party USA - a fact Obama has intentionally hidden
in order to obscure his Marxist political foundations."

^

Gilbert acknowledges voters are willing to overlook many faults a politician may have.

4
4

"However, providing a false family background to hide a Marxist political agenda is irreconcilable with American
values and a totally unacceptable manipulation of the electorate," Gilbert stressed.
Gerald Home, a contributing editor to Public Affairs, an openly Marxist political review, made the first positive
identification of "Frank" as Frank Marshall Davis.
In March 2007, Horrie gave a speech at New York University on the occasion of the Communist Party USA archive
being placed at a NYU library.
In the. speech,.Home discussed Davis, noting Davis, who was born in. Kansas imd lived much of his adult life in
Chicago, had moved to Honolulu in 1948 at the suggestion of his good friend, actor Paul Robeson. In the 1940s,
Robeson was ati outspoken critic of segregation and racial discrimination in the United States, who was also a
stiong advocate of the Soviet Union aild a member.of the Communist Party USA.
Home also documented Davis's friendship with the Dunham family in Hawaii.
"Eventually, [Davis] befriended another family - a .Euro-American family - that had migrated to Honolulu from
Kansas and a young woman from this family eventually had a child with a young student from Kenya East Africa
who goes by the name of Barack Obama, who retracing the steps of Davis eventually decamped to Chicago."
Lome further documented Davis was "a decisive influence in helping [Obama] to find his present identity as an
African-American, a people who have been the least anti-communist and the most left-leaning of any constituency
in this nation."
After Home's speech, the identity of "Frank" was never in doubt, nor his importance in the development of the
young Barack Obama.
On Dec. 5,1956, Davis appeared in executive session before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee investigating "the
scope of Soviet activity in the United States," one of the McCarthy-era committees seeking to expose communists
considered to be a security threat.
Invoking his Fifth Amendment rights against self-incrimination, Davis refused to answer a direct question asking if
he was then a communist.
A year earlier, in 1955, a Commission on Subversive Activities organized by the government of the Territory Of
Hawaii identified Davis as a member of the Communist Party USA;, the corhmittee singled out for-critici.sm several
articles Frank Marshall Davis published in the "Communist Honolulu Record" that were critical of the commission.
See the "Dreams from My Real Father" trailer;
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Anti-Obama Movie Mailed To I Mill ion Ohioians
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An antl-Obama movie claiming — without evidence — that President Barack
Obama's real father Is an obscure African-American communist has been mailed
to .1.5 million voters across the country. Its creator told BuzzFeed Friday.
A reader In Ohio emailed this photo of his free copy of the film Dreams From My
Real Father, which claims that the Chicago activist Frank Marshall Davis Is
actually President Obama's father He received It in the mall this week.
The film's director and producer, Joel Gilbert, said that the film was sent out to
more One million voters In .Ohio;. 200,000 after a mid-summer conference, and a
million after that. He said that 50,000 copies had been sent to voters In.Nevada
and 100,000 to voters In New Hampshire.
"We're sending out bulk, mailings to many states," Gilbert said. "Probably IlllnoISi
New York, Florida, Arizona. Louisiana, we'll hit every state If we-can to stimulate
and force the national media to cover the story."
Gilbert declined to say how rnuch his company. Highway 61 Entertainment, Is
spending to distribute the film for free, but said that the film was making a profit
through online orders. He also wouldn't say how the company Is funded and how
they come up with the money to distribute so many free disks.
"We're a private media company, a journalistic company that's privately held arid
we don't disclose the nature or makeup of our finances," he said.

I

He said "We've made 12 successful films and we are also making current,
revenue on the current film" and compared the company to Citizens United, but
said that It wasn't a political group and didn't have donors.
Davis, who lived part of his life In Hawaii, features In Obama's memoir. Dreams
From MyFather, as an old man. The notion that he could have been Obama's
father — and thus that Obama's roots are In actual Communism — has been one
pf several variants of theories of Obama's parentage that thrive online without
any documentary support.
Gilbert said that he had offered USA Today $90,000 for a full page ad and was
told no (he also claimed that he had tried to place full-page ads In the New York
Times and Washington Post). He did manage to get a full-page ad In the New
York Post.
"I think it's the story of the century," Gilbert said of his film. "Any orie of these
journalists could win a Pulitzer Prize If they covered It."
This story has been updated with a quote frorn Gilbert about how his company is
funded.
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IAMATTERS

"DYNAMITE": Fox's Crowley Endorses Film Alleging Obama's "Real" Father Is
An American Communist
BIsg i>i Oelobar 25. 2012 0:05 AM EOT III BEN DIMIERO. MATT GERTZ, A JOE 8TRUPP
A new 'documentary* aileglng that President Obemars real father la actually communist writer Frank
Marshall Davis was enthusiastically promoted tiy-Fox News contributor and C'Rellly Factor guest host
Mortca Crowley on her radio show iast monlh.
Dreams from My Real Father, which was written, directed, and produced by conservative flimmaker Joei
Giibert. largaiy bases its prerrtse that Obama is a "red diaper baby* bom to the communist Oavis on
Giibert's contention that the two men closeiy resemble one another (the authors of this story disagree). In
an Interview with Media Mailers, the documantarlan castigated both the mainstream and the conservative
media for not foilowing if) on his work, which he compared to the Academy Award-winning VUslergate
thrDlor All The Presldenes Men.
Though H has not been picked up for theatrical reiease, the film recently made haadllnas due to a campaign to mail millions of copies of the DVD to voters In swing
states. On October 23, The New York Times described the effort es the latest example of how secretive forces outside the presidentlai campaigns can sweep Ho
battleground states days before the election.'

4

i

Since its release In April, coverage of Dreams by conservative oiAiets has been relegated mostly to fringe websHes like WortdNetDaily, where Jeron« Corel has
wrilten several articles promoting the nim (when he hasnTt been busy alleging that Obama Is also secretly gay and secretly Muslim). Gilbert tcid Media
Matters thai without conservative talk radio, "It would be very hard to get information out" on the film, and Indeed his promotional tour has featured numerous
appearances on lower-tier conservative radio shows and a handfid of intervlaws with larger shows Ilka that of Michael Savage, as well as conspiracy-friendiy
broadcasts like The Alex Jones Show.

8
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But alongslda outlets that promoted the film like birther website WbitdNatDaiiy andradio hosts like 'conspiracy king" Alex Jones stands Fox News' Monica Crowley.
Last month, Crawley Invited Gilbert onto her radio show for an extended Harview. Previewing the segment, Crowley dalmed that Obama 'has been prasidert for
almost four years and we still dorft know who he Is." Blaming the 'left-wing press' for their supposed lack of interest In vetting Obama, Crowlay claimed that Gilbert
has done 'The actual Investigative work into Obama and his background."
Crowley made It dear that she had already seen the film before hosting Gllbait and over the cotrse of the InterMew repeatedly plugged the filnfs website,
ObamasReaiFather.com. Crowley labeled the film 'just dynamite* and "very well done' and encouraged her Rsteners to "judge the story for themselvas.'

[Ed Note: lite firsi segment of the inlerYlew, accessed via the film's oHiclal website, ran for needy nine minutes and cuts off with Crowley teasing a second
segment. The rest of the show is not availabie online. Gilbert did not have the second segment, and Crowley did not respond lo requests for comment or to our
request for the rest of the show tape.]
According lo Crowley, Gilbert laid out "some very powerfd evidence" In the film.
But the "powerful evidence' used by Gilbert in the film consists almost entirely of wSd speculation and almost unfathomable leaps of logic.
For example, the fllirfs thesis Is premised onGilbert's opinion that Obama looks mora like Frank Marshall Davis than the elder Barack Obama. Gilbert repeatedly
juxtaposes pictures of Davis and tha president, going so far as to circle their supposedly simiiar features:

I of 3
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An Obama Impersonator narrates Itie documentary: Giibeit uses ttiis dsMce tc niroduce any number of dubious claims ("Mom began skipping dass, sneaking over
to Frank Marsliall Davis' tiouse to tiang out... Ha read Iter poetry, lie played jac records for her, and showed her his nude photo collection."). In reaOty, Gilbert's film
provides no concrete evidence of a sexual relationship between Davis and Obima's mother. Star4ay Ann Dunham - Indeed. It provides no direct evidence they had
any raiationsNp at all. Instead, he strings together a web of cortjeclure.
Gilbert daims to have discovered pornograpNc photos taken months before Ocama's birthof a woman GQbert dalms Is Obama's mother. The filmmaker again
dubiously dies physical resemblance Inmaking this claim. Because Davis was blown for taking pornographic photos. Gilbert condudes that these photos Indicate
that Davis and Obama's mother had anintimate relationship that resdted inPrsskfeni Obama's birth.
But Gilbert provides no direct evidence that Davis aduaiiy took the photos in i^jestion. Instead buttressing his claim by pdnting out that the photos were taken In a
room containing jazz records (Track was a jazz guy") and a couch thai resemses Davis' couch.

a

Asked aboul this lack of concrete eudance during his lengthy talk wilh Media /alterslast week. Gilbert explained, "when you put all Ihose tXngs together. Franks
history, the nude photography, the teeth, the look, we have a lol of evidence a>d extremely high likelihood that is Ann And there was a potential, and again we dorft
have the security cam footage, but potential for an intimate relationship.*
Gilbert is not the first to dalm that Davis was Obamas father; litigious anti-SemHa Andy Martin offered a similar allegation in Odober 2006. based on what CNN
described as "unnamed sources" and "without offering any proof." Right-wing redia figures have aiso postliated that Maicoim X, an unnamed "American black," and
an indonesian manarc Obama's "real" father.
At one point In the film, Gilbert supports his claim that the elder Barack Obama is not the president's father on the basis that the president's "real" birthcertilicaie
lists his father as "unknown." Gilbert fails to produce a copy of this alleged blrtn certificate or any evidence that it exists. When asked by Media Matters about the
claim, Gilbert said a friend of Davis' father tdd Nm about the document.
"Right, we claim, again we have nol seen a birth certificate, I don't know who has. and the information that i got. from actually one of Franks friends, a very old
elderty guy. he said they didnit put a 'father', quote-unquote, a father, so It won* havebeen'father, unknown!. It was left blank." GUbeit stated. That was my
information, and lhal's what I included in the film thoughI have never seen It."
In Gilbert's view. Obama's actual birthcertificate - which the film suggests is lairicated ~ is less reliable evidence thanan unverified claim from a "very old eiderly
guy" lhat is supposedly a friend of Frank Marshaii Daus.
Another sign thai the film Is based on exaggeraled evidence Is the disdosure posed at the beginning and the end. which states:

Director s .Note
This film is based on actual cveius,
interviews, and archives, as well as rc-crcations ,
of /jrohable events; using reasoned logic,
anri apjjroxirnated conversaiions to provide
a colwaivc understanding of Obama's history.
Asked about this unusual means of reporting, Gilbert defended himself by poinlag to Obama's biography Dreams From My Fallter, which he said features a similar
"skelchy" disclaimer regarding composite characters and concluded lhat the president's book had "no real fact." He also alleged that Obama's
autolxography supports his condusion, telling Media Matters:
"Even Obama says in Ids book, he says things that allude to the fact that the Kenyan is not his father. He says when the Keriyan died ihad no proof to show who my
father really was to make a claim onthe estate. He talks about his parenis mamage. he says there was no record of a marriage Bosnse. There's no wedding,
there's no cake. Over and over he's dropping breadcrumbs and hints."
Obama's "book Is sketchy, there's no fact about most things, whereas this film ia probably 90 perceni fact." Gilbert concluded, 'and the 10 percent that is not proven
makes sense, because it's a resdt of the facts that exist."
Gilbert complained to Media Matters that tnajor news outlets are Ignoring his work because It Is too explosive. "What I've found is nobody wants the scoop, in other
words, they dorfi want to be the first one to show something new, for fear of bcetg under attack." Gilbert claimed.
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The documentarlan aim expressed trustration that conservative media have beenreiuclant to cover the film.
"Even conservative ouliets tike tsiewsmaxcom, yoiTd th'iitk that they'd want to show something of an investigatory nature about Obama, I've worlred with themfor
years.' Gilbert said, later adding, "i was shocked in the land of the Rrst Amendment, In the information age thet the media was able to either be afraid and
compromised or intentionaOy ignore someihing of great retevance to the American paopte."
Asked whether he thought the unwillingness of Fox News and other censenrative outlets to cover the film might be a.comment on the validity of its claims, Glbett
instead blamed Med/a Matters.
"I've been told that they're afraid of people like you," he told us. "They're afraid of Media Matters, the/re afraUl of MSNBC attacking arid ridicding them for covering
something negative about Obama. That seems to be the dynamic that's been around for years."
The film was released July 24 on Ama'zdn.com, Gilbert said, adding that he began selling advance copies onhis website April 24. He estimated dose to 200,000
copies of the DVD have been sold to date. in addition, the fitm's vyebshe slates that four million free copies have been serit to homes in the presidential swing
states of Florida, Colbrado. Iowa, Ohio, Nevy Hampshire, and Nevada, with plans to send another three million to Pennsylvania, Virginia, iiiinois, Wisconsini end
Michigan.
Asked about how he IS able to fund the broad-based distribution of DVDs to swing states, Gilbert said his income from his previous movies is helping fund publicity
efforts, but he does not accept poiiticat donations.
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"We've made money from the sale of the DVDs, we've sold a tot of DVDs everywhere," Gilbert said. "The whole rmances of it, i don't, like i said It is a privatety held
company, we have an investment from our previous films that have been successful, and helping to make this fiim'successful we hope the media wiii come in and
cover the content of Ifie film and not only the coverage of the coverage as has been the case. And if so, that is worth mihions of publicity right there so we are trying
to get that to happea'

W
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Over the summer, "a group of well-financed conservative activists" considered funding the distribution of Gilbert's film to battleground states through "a carefifiy
targeted direct mail cpntpaign or as aninsert in Sunday nawspapers inthe weeks before Bection Day," according to the October 23 Times article. That proposal
was sunk after focus groups conducted by Republican strategist Frank Luniz were "revolted" by.the film, 'V/ith its conspiracy theory paranoia and dubious evidence."

3

Stni, Gilbert comends the movie's cordent is being unfairly ignored.

8-

"it's a surprising, it's shocking," Gilbert told us. "i grew up, i was tittie during the era of Watergate, we thought of investigative journalism... you find out some news
you want to have a scoop and report it to the public and everyone is excited to be the first to get new information and it's shocking that that's not the case in
America, we have e very polarizad media who seem to be concerned about either supporting a candidate or maintaining their commercial position end not doing
anything that might be controversial, it has been a very disappointing experience to experience this tack of objective journalism in America."
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Gilbert does have high hopes for the future of the film, liowever. According to Gilbert, he's been told tie's Tioing to be nominated for the PJitzer Prize." Told
that only newspapers and web outlets are eligible for journalism Pulitzers, not documentary films, Gilbert disagreed.
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Strident Anti-Obama Messages Flood
Key States
By JEREMY W, PETERS

BOYNTON BEACH, Fla. — To turn on the television, open the mail or drive down the highway
here is to watch conservatives test the boundaries of how far they can go to disqualify
President Obama.
Along the Interstate that connects the beach towns of Florida's east coast, giant billboards
show the president, whom some on the far right have falsely accused of being Muslim, bowing
to a Saudi king. Another blares "Stop Obama!" and shows a nuclear warhead with "Iran"
painted on it aimed at Israel, a particularly potent message with this area's many Jewish
voters.
In one commercial that started running this month, a wealthy businessman and Hungarian
immigrant named Thomas Peterffy laments how socialism shackled his native country. "And
that's what I see happening here," he says. "That's why I'm voting Republican and putting this
ad on television."
And a new anti-Obama DVD is dropping into voters' mailboxes, claiming that the president is
the love child of an illicit relationship between his mother, Stanley Ann Dunham, and Frank
Marshall Davis, a Communist Party loyalist. The back story of the DVD offers the latest
example of how secretive forces outside the presidential campaigns can sweep into
battleground states days before the election.
This summer, a group of well-financed conservative activists had an idea for what they hoped
would be a last-minute game changer in the presidential race. They would put out a DVD that
made a compelling case against Mr. Obama in battleground states, sending it to voters through
a carefully targeted direct mail campaign or as an insert in Sunday newspapers in the weeks
before Election Day.
They went to the unusual length of arranging a focus group to test anti-Obama films.
Conducted by Frank Luntz, the well-loiown Republican research analyst, a 30-person focus
group looked at three choices: Dinesh D'Souza's "2016: Obama's America," which theorizes
that the president's political beliefs were shaped by the radical "anticolonial" views of his
1 of3
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Kenyan father; "The Hope and the Change," a softer critique of the president that features
interviews with disaffected former Obama supporters; and "Dreams From My Real Father,"
which posits the implausible theory that the president's real father is Mr. Davis, and that Mr.
Davis indoctrinated him with Marxist views early on.
Republicans have struggled in this election with two powerful and competing impulses: to
hammer a president they dislike intensely with a strong indictment of his record, but to be
restrained enough to win over independent voters, who generally like Mr. Obama. Those Who
commissioned Mr. Luntz's research, according to people with firsthand knowledge of their
motives, wanted to determine whether any of these films would do the trick and be worth
backing. Mr. Luntz declined to say who commissioned his research.
"The Hope and the Change," directed by Stephen K. Bannon and produced by Citizens United,
the conservative political advocacy group, tested highest with focus groups and is running on
local cable stations. It was shown here just before Monday's debate.
Many conservatives also loved Mr. D'Souza's film and wanted it to have wider distribution. It
tested poorly, however, and Mr. Luntz warned his clients that it could undermine their cause.
Focus groups were revolted by "Dreams From My Real Father," with its conspiracy theory
paranoia and dubious evidence. It compares photos of the president and Mr. Davis, noting
that they have similar noses and freckles. It also purports to have uncovered nude photos of
Mr. Obama's mother in a bondage magazine.
Mr. Luntz's clients were not surprised. Their thinking was, "I want to know if it's as bad as I
think it is," Mr. Luntz said.
But even though no major Republican activists stepped forward to finance its distribution,
voters in Ohio and Florida have reported receiving the DVD.
The film is the work of Joel Gilbert, whose previous claims include having tracked down Elyis
Presley in the witness protection program and discovering that Paul McCartney is in fact dead.
Mr. Gilbert will not say where he received the money to distribute his movie — he claims to
have sent out four million copies. "It's a private company, so we don't disclose who's part of
it," he said. He also blamed the mainstream media for not looking deeper into the story he
uncovered, telling The New York Times, "I hope you're not angry or jealous that I beat you to
it and might win the Pulitzer Prize."
His work has already received a lot of attention in corners of the conservative media,
including on the radio programs of Monica Crowley and Michael Savage.
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One voter from Stuart, Fla,, who received the "Dreams From My Real Father" DVD in the mail
last week said she was appalled, confirming Republicans' worst fears about the film.
"I thought, well, I'll take a look and see what it is," said the voter, Judy Gindrick. The DVD was
addressed to her husband, who was not affiliated with either party on his state voter
registration. "But then it got to the part about the president's mother, and I was like, O.K., I
can't even watch this anymore. This is just something a bunch of crackpots put together."
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FEC Complaint Concerning Highway 61, etal.
Loren Collins
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Mr. Jordan,

4
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I would like to supplement my Complaint against Joel Gilbert, Highway 61 Entertainment LLC, and
DFMRF LLC with a copy of the film they produced and distributed.
1 have located online a copy of what appears to be the film in its entirety:

I

hlti)://\vv\^\^snaufilins.c(:)m/.Film.s/title/dream.s froin mv ical father
In addition to the details of the film as laid out in the Complaint, here are the film's opening lines,
spoken in voiceover narration by an Obama impersonator talking in the first-person:
"When you look into my background, you'll find people who despise America and want to
transform it radically. Americans often wonder: why am I so comfortable with anti-american
extremists, and why are they so comfortable with mc? People also wonder why I polarize America
at home and apologize abroad. Well, you'll understand as I tell you the dreams of my REAL
father."
As that last sentence is spoken, an American flag onscreen fades out and a Soviet flag fades in, waving
behind Obama's head.
And these arc the film's final spoken lines, again read by the same Obama impersonator in first-person
narration, and again featuring Soviet imagery in several places:
"My smile was the Trojan horse unleashing a deadly Marxist agenda upon the middle class, where
my friends and 1 transfer wealth from successful businesses to failing enterprises, and taxpayer
money is given to irresponsible individuals...To us, the middle class are merely pawns. Socialist
economies don't have a middle class! Heavily taxed, the middle class's health care will be given
away to the poor and illegals. Their employers will be taxed and regulated out of business.
Middle America's retirement with *evaporate* into a bankrupt socialist state. And the middle
class will disappear. America will have just one lower class. Political elites will run the
government and control the wealth. And America will be irreversibly Socialist, without ever
realizing how it happened These are MY dreams. The dreams from my REAL father."
Taken as a whole, the film is plainly the functional equivalent of express advocacy against thencandidate and Democratic nominee Barack Obama. These opening and closing selections just exemplify
that advocacy. The Supreme Court's discussion of the content of "Hillary: The Movie" in part (IT)(B) of
file://C:\Users\jjordan\AppData\Lpcal\Temp\notesFCBCEE\~web4292.htm
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their decision in Citizens United v FEC is particularly apt.
Indeed, the most striking distinction between the two films may be that although both films purported to
be documentaries, significant portions of "Dreams From My Real Father" are, in fact, completely
fictional. Entire nonexistent conversations are created, between Stan Dunham and Frank Davis, between
Stan Dunham and Obama Senior, and between Barack Obama and Bill Ayers, to name a few. See
paragraph 11 of my Complaint for a partial listing of the fictional and conspiratorial content that is
presented as factual in the film.
The film is also still available for rent or purchase or for free streaming through several websites,
including Amazon and Netflix. However, I know that the Netflix streaming version differs from the
DVD version in at least one small respect, as shown in the linked post below,, and I do not know if it has
been edited in any other ways.
hltiy7/bai:ackrv.i3hal..bloasT)Ot.corn/2():l2/r0/ioel-'iilbeils-evolvina-disclaiiTier.hli:nl
Below are links to a handful of interviews Mr. Gilbert gave in late 2012 about his film, which may offer
some illumination into his. intentions in making and distributing the film as he did;
http://www.wnd.com/2012,/lO/dreams-obnma-film-drivina-the-libcral-media-crazv/
http:.//www.o.f"fthcmidn&ws.coin/20l2/l0./04/ied-diapcr-babies-withTioel-tiilbe.i1-transcribed/
.lTttPi//www.vvorldlTibune.(:om/2012/1 l/Ol/last-iniiuiie-dirtv-lricks-target-Lllmmaktir-wlio-clislributedd rea m .s- rio.in - m v- rea 1 - t'a thei7
htlp://vvww.voLitube.coiu/\vatch?v=LBtwR36.G2Pg
http://www.voiiUibe.com/wa tch?v=^6ReiiOOkBHO
There are several more articles and inteiviews, both print and audio, available on the film's website, at
hUn://www.oba:masreaLl'atl.ier.coin/niess/. In these interviews, Mr. Gilbert also promoted additional
false and conspiratorial claims about Barack Obama, which were not included in the film, itself. For
instance, Mr. Gilbert has repeatedly claimed that the nude photos shown in his film match the interior of
Frank Marshall Davis' Hawaii house, a claim that has been expressly refuted by the owner and occupant
of that house, in a phone conversation with myself. While not directly impacting on the electioneering
content on the film, these external claims may also serve to demonstrate Mr. Gilbert's general credibility
with regards to the making and distribution of the .film.
Finally, I have attached to this email a few items downloaded from the film's website, at
litlo://ww\v.obainasreairatheT.com/film-ihro/ . They include a scan of the clamshell DVD sleeve, a
listing of the film's "chapters", and a Q&A from Mr. Gilbert.
Yours,
Loren Collins
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Dreams from My Real Father
A Story of Reds and Deception
«

•
K:

Q & A with Dii'ectorjoel Gilbert
I

*1

llow did you come to iuvcsfigate President Obaina's life history?
I have a background in Middle East and Islamic studies and in 2UI0 wrote and directed a Blm called
AiomicMad:Ahmiulrnaad's Coming Warcmd Oiama's Mitia ofDefeat While reviewing video of over 200
Obania speeches for that film, .1 noticed an odd pattern. When speaking of issues relating to the rich
and the poors Obama became very exdted, speaking rapidly and louder, always in a higher pitch. On
other subjects, he was quite calm. Why would Obama have an inner passion for class struggle? From my
knowledge of his background, exclusive prep school, Ivy Leagues, Harvard Law - it didn't seem to fit. I •
then read his autobiography. Dreamsfrom My Father, and noticed numerous references to Obama seeking
out Marxist professors and friends, emulaung Malcolm X, attending socialist conferences, and organizing.
It was a life journey in socialism! Plus, of his visits to Communist Frank Marshall Davis' house with his
grandfather, Obama wrote, "it was as if I were witnessing some complicated, unspoken transaction between
the two men."
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I decided to investigate Frank Marshall Davis. His close physical resemblance to Obama was shocking,
while Obama little resembled the Kenyan Obama. How could this be? Next, 1 unearthed two film arrives
of .Frank Maj:shall Davis, one from 1973, the odier from 1987, as well as Davis' photo collccdon. I then
acquired 500 copies of the Honolulu Record, the Communist run newspaper where Davis wrote a weekly
political column for eight years. I also obtained seven indecent photos of Ann Dunham, Obama's mother,
taken at Frank Marshall Davis' house, suggesting an intimate connecdon between Dunham and Davis. 1
concluded the "Birthers" were on a fool's errand. To understand Obama's plans for America, the question
was not "Where's the birth certificate?," die question was "Who is the real father?"
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How doc.s your "Dreams" film compare to Obama's autobiography?
My "Dreams" provides the first cohesive understanding of Obama's deep rooted life journey in socialism.
It includes Obama's indoctrination in Marxism by Frank Marshall Davis, his college years, his job as
"organizer," his involvement with Project Vote and the .subprime mortgage crisi.s, the Ayers.family, Alimsky
and Reverend Wright, all the way to his campaigns and Presidency. Dreamsfrom. My RealFather n an
alternate theory to Barack Obama's autobiography. The film narrative is based on both new and existing
factual pillars, then presents reasoned logic, re-creations of probable events, and speculation for a complete
story. Some dialogue is taken directly fram Davis and Obama's writings, while some is approximated to
bridge known facts. Viewers must judge the story for themselves. I believe dicy will agree that my "Dreams"
is closer to reality than Obama's account, which more resembles a fairy tale.
Wbat new revelations are in Dreamsfrom My Real Fathes'f
First, 1 make the case that Barack Obama's real father was Communist Frank Marshall Davis. Next,
the relationship between Davis and Obama's mother, Ann Dunham, is illustrated with seven indecent
photographs of Dunham, some including other women, taken at Frank Marshall Davis'house in Honolulu.
1 wus nut happy tu iiidude diesu racy photos in the film, but found it necessary to substantiate the intimate
relationship between them. Those photos ended up in a men's mail order catalog of nude women, likely '
sold to diem by Davis. I placed black bars on parts of the photos to be respectful.
Next, Obama's timeline of his etu-ly family life is debunked as false. Obama's mother returned to Seatde in.
late August of 1961, only a few weeks after his birdi, and commenced studies at the University of Washington.
»
The Kenyan Obama rcinamcd in Hawaii. The family did not split up when the he went to Harvoi'd Uni'vcrsi^
a year later as President Obama has alleged. All evidence points to a "sham" marriage covcring'up an
illegitimate pregnancy. In another example, while Obama cites a string of racial incidents in his childhood,
according to high school friends, no such events occurred. Hawaii was a multi-racial society where Blacks ^ '
were higlily respected, referred to as "Royal Hawaiians." Another new issue is Obama's likely membership.
in the May I9di Communist Organization during his time at Columbia University in the early 1980's., .v '
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What was tlie May ]9tli Communist Organization and how was Barack Obaina involved?
The May .I9th Communist Oi'ganizauon was an above gi-ound support group for die Weather Underground
based in New York City from 1978-1985. 'May 19' carried out raucous anti-Apardieid and anti-Klan protests
and operated a host of front organizations. At the lime. Bill Ayers wrote that May 19 provided "a sea for
the guerillas to swim in." Some May 19 mem bers comm itted acts of violence and terrorism, such as the
1981 Nanuct. Brinks robbery and murders, the bombing of South African ofRccs in 1981, and the US
Capital bombing in 1983.1 spoke with a former FBI informant who told me the May 19th Communist
Organization had a weapons training camp in the Catskill Mountains, run by former Black Panthers. In
addition, some May 19 members were sent to Cuba, for several weeks each yeai* with the Venceremos
Brigades, a continuation of the SDS/Weather Underground progi-am begun in the sixties, for explosives
training from Cuban intelligence, DGl. A .former May 19 member 1 spoke with identified Obama as
participating in their public protests and meetings. In his "Dieums" book, Obama mendons transferring
to Columbia to pui-sue his interest in activism and recounts attendance at some events similar to those
sponsored by May 19.
Why does it matter who Barak Ohama's father really is?
Obama sold himself to America as the multi-cultural ideal, a man who stood above politics. His father
was a goat herder from Kenya, he would bring people together, so it went. While voters will overlook
some fudging by politicians, promoting a false family background to hide an agenda irreconcilable with
American values is a totally unacceptable maiiipuladon of the electorate.

8

Admittedly, at age 18, Obama arrived at Occidental College a committed revolutionary Marxist. Dreams
from Mil/ Real Father presents the case that Frank Marshall Davis, a Communist Party USA organizer and
propagandist, was Obama's real father, both biological and ideological, and indoctrinated Obama with a
lolitical foundation, in Marxism and an anti-White world view. This is a known phenomenon in die radical
eft, referred to as "Red Diaper Babies" or "hand-me-down Marxism." Much of the leadership of the SDS
and Weather Underground were children of Communist Party USA members, including Ka^erine Boudin,
Jeff Jones, and many more. David Axclrod is also a "Red Diaper Baby."
What final conclusions have you made about President Obama?
Until now, Barack Obama was perceived as a nice man with an inspiring family story. Now, it seems likely
President Obama intentionally hid a deeply disturbing family background and a Marxist agenda. If this
is true, he is no longer likeable. Unfortunately, Obama's style is to minimize, misdirect, and outright lie
about damaging information about his past. I hope the media will now demand that he come clean about
his family background, his political foundations, and fully reveal his agenda for transforming America. It's
one thing for "journalists" to give Obama leeway because they support national health care, but providing
cover for lies is scandalous and unjustifiable. If I could find evidence that Obama's real father was not the
Kenyan Obama, so could foreign intelligence agencies.
What docs all this mean for US elections in 2012?
Obama's elccdon was not a sudden political phenomenon. It was the culmination of an American socialist
movement dial Frank Marshall Davis nurtured in Chicago and Hawaii, and has been quietly infiltrating
the US economy, universities, and media for decades. "Problem solving" and "lair play" are the new code
words that socialists employ in a determined strategy to move the Democratic party to the far left, and
embrace socialism as their natural ideology. Obama's anti-democratic behavior, including consolidation
of power through Czars, going around Congress, intimidating the Supreme Court, and class polarization
tactics can be better understood after viewing Dreams from My Real Father.
French historian Alexis DeToqueville, who traveled throughout our country in 1831, wrote that American
demoa-acy would always be in grave danger. American voters had no idea what Obama meant by "change."
Obama now uses terms like "helping middle dass families" and "fairness" to rally support. Simply speaking,
socialist economies do not have a middle class! They have just one big lower class Avith a handful of '
pobtical elites controlling the wealth. To understand Obama's plans for America, look no further than .
Communist Frank Marshall Davis.
'
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